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ABSTRACT
The Programmable Array Manipulator (PAM), developed at University of Wollongong, 
is a novel, intelligent, programmable, and multi-directional conveyor capable of 
transporting a number of items toward individual destinations concurrently. PAM 
combines the three concepts behind the operation of the articulated robots, part feeders 
and conveyors to produce an efficient and high productivity machine. '
The work reported in this thesis is mainly concerned with modelling and simulation of 
PAM. This system is a modular, concurrent, and complex real-time system. The 
modelling is conducted at both the drive and functional levels of the system. In spite of 
its emphasis on PAM, the study, particularly in functional modelling, is quite generic 
and provides a framework for behaviour analysis, design and implementation of similar 
modular and concurrent real-time systems.
The methodology studied, developed and implemented in this work demonstrated the 
benefits of employing a concurrent and modular approach based on an Object-Oriented 
method in the analysis and modelling of a real-time system, and also in the design and 
development of its control strategy and software. *
The work conducted is a major step towards a fully operational PAM capable of 
handling multiple items simultaneously. The Object-Oriented approach employed in 
modelling of PAM at the functional level and also in the development of the control 
software for handling multiple items has demonstrated further the feasibility of the 
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INTRODUCTION
1.1. Problem Statement
Manipulation of parts is a major task in the production line of automated 
factories. The most commonly used manipulators, particularly for the transfer of 
parts between workstations, are industrial robots and conveyors. The industrial 
robots cannot manipulate multiple objects concurrently and hence are not very 
cost effective for some applications. The conventional conveyors usually require 
part feeders and are not generally flexible and generic. They are suitable for 
certain types of problems.
The Programmable Array Manipulator (PAM), developed at the University of 
Wollongong, is a novel system capable of manipulating multiple items 
concurrently. PAM combines the three concepts behind the operation of 
articulated robots, part feeders and conveyors to produce an efficient and highly 
productive machine.
A PAM device can be considered as an intelligent, programmable, and multi­
directional conveyor capable of transporting a number of items toward individual 
destinations simultaneously [Ciu93a]. It consists of a large number of actuators, 
in the order of thousands, which should operate in cooperation with each other to
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perform a specified task. The information regarding the position and orientation 
of items on PAM is provided by a vision system.
The control of PAM with such a high number of actuators based on the feedback 
signal obtained from a vision system is a challenging and complex task. This 
complexity will manifest itself in the modelling of PAM, control and navigation 
strategies, control software, and its computing hardware until appropriate 
methodologies for analysis and design of PAM, matching its architecture, are 
developed. This has been the main focus of this work.
1.2 Significance of the Work
The bulk of the previous work conducted on PAM has been mainly on the 
development of the mechanical and electrical structure of PAM and the basic 
control strategies needed for driving its actuators.
The computer modelling of PAM for the control of the actuators and navigation 
of the items on PAM have been reported by two authors. In the first work 
conducted by Laszlo [Las92] the dynamics of the actuators driving the first 
experimental PAM have been studied. The actuators were simple electro­
mechanical solenoids. A computer model of an actuator was developed based on 
which the acceleration force generated by a single element could be estimated 
when the element's excitation signal was known. In this model the relationship 
between the actuator electrical input signal and its physical displacement, which 
generates the acceleration force, was specified.
Ciufo [Ciu93a] concentrated on two areas of dynamic modelling of a new 
actuator mechanism developed for PAM and the development of a distributed 
control strategy for navigation of an item on the PAM table. The actuator 
modelled in his work was a combination of a vibratory mechanism and an
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orbiter. This was mechanically different from the ones used in the previous 
PAM’s.
The control strategy developed by Ciufo is based on the Demand-Pull concept 
used in the modelling of production lines and manufacturing systems. In this 
strategy a downstream process gets items from an upstream process by 
requesting it from the neighbouring processes and consequent propagation of this 
request to other processes. It is a de-centralised strategy and does not need a 
supervisor to monitor or synchronise the operation.
The work conducted in this project attempts to address the issues which were not 
covered in the previous work. PAM is a discrete system particularly when the 
relationship between the large number of actuators and behaviour of items on the 
PAM table are considered. The dynamics of PAM operation at item manipulation 
level is object oriented and event driven. These characteristics are emphasised by 
the control strategy adopted for navigation of items on PAM. This work 
examines PAM in the context of a discrete event system (DEVS) and develops 
parallel object oriented techniques for modelling, behaviour analysis, and control 
of PAM.
1.3 Thesis Aims and Objectives
The aim of this thesis has been fold two:
(i) To improve the modelling and control of PAM at the drive level.
(ii) To study PAM as a Discrete Event System (DEVS) and develop parallel 
object oriented methodologies for its modelling, behaviour analysis, and 
control at system level.
The aim of the project has been pursued by achieving the following objectives:
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(a) Further analysis, dynamic modelling, and simulation of the PAM drive 
system including the actuators and vibrating table in order to improve 
the trajectory prediction of an item.
(b) Static, dynamic and control modelling of PAM for concurrent handling 
of multiple items using Concurrent Object-Oriented Technique.
(c) Implementation of the object oriented model of PAM using Parallel 
C++ which is a Parallel Object Oriented Programming Language
(d) Design, simulation and implementation of a traffic control and 
collision avoidance algorithm for PAM based on Cellular Automata .
(e) Enhancement of image processing algorithm to handle multiple items . 
1.2 Programmable Array Manipulator (PAM)
A Programmable Array Manipulator (PAM) is an arbitrary grid of (m x n) 
actuators capable of moving multiple objects simultaneously in a plane. In this 
context the word actuator refers to an electrical solenoid which is a mechanism 
capable of imparting a net force on an item to drive it in a certain direction under 
a controlled and repeatable condition. As illustrated in Figure 1.1 the actuators 
are assembled in the PAM table vertically.
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Figure 1.1: Actuators Configuration in PAM System [Ciu93a]
An Array Manipulator is an intelligent device capable of performing complete 
reorientation of items, grouping them for different purposes and transporting 
them to one or more destinations. Figure 1.2 illustrates a typical PAM table 
separating two different types of items.
Figure 1.2: Array Manipulator Application Example
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The array manipulator consists of simple parallel actuators configured 
homogeneously in a plane. The Array Manipulator can perform simultaneous 
manipulation on multiple items located in its plane. The feedback information on 
the position and orientation of the objects is provided by computer vision.
Due to the inherent concurrency and modularity of the designed Array 
Manipulator, the control scheme and the computing platform proposed for it has 
a parallel structure. The overall control strategy consists of concurrent, 
self-contained and loosely coupled objects. In order to match such an 
architecture, the computing platform is powered by a network of Transputers 
which is capable of communicating between processors easily. Transputer and its 
support languages (ie. Parallel C++) are ideal for implementation of this control 
strategy.
1.3 Prototype PAM ’S
In order to verify the feasibility of PAM concept, two different prototypes were 
constructed. The first prototype was the single-element actuator which validated 
the concept of manipulating an item in any desired direction. The successful 
outcome of the first prototype encouraged the research team to design a modular 
PAM system capable of manipulating several items. The second prototype was 
based on constructing a multi-element actuator. A 36-element PAM (6x6 
actuator) was the first multi-element trial rig. The main advantage of a multi­
element PAM is that several items can be moved in different directions. The size 
of the 36-element PAM was not large enough to manipulate several items at the 
same time. Therefore, a larger trial PAM consisting of 1024 elements was built. 
The construction of this trial PAM was based on modules of 16 solenoids (4x4 
solenoids). To assemble a 1024-element PAM, 64 of these modules (8x 8
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modules) are required. As the first step, however, only 512 of these actuators (8 
x4 modules) were assembled. ,
Figure 1.3: Top View of the 512-Element PAM
A top view of the 512-element PAM is shown in Figure 1.3. It is clear from this 
photograph that the surface of the PAM table is covered by a dark fabric layer to 
provide a suitable background for the vision system. In addition this fabric layer 
makes a smooth surface for the items to move smoothly. In this work, a 
1024-element PAM is called a Manipulation Module (MM) while a set of 4x4 
actuators is called an Actuation Module (AM).
1.3.1 Mechanical Arrangement of 512-Element Trial PAM
The current 512-multi-element PAM system consists of 8x4 actuation modules. 
Figure 1.4 shows a plan view of an actuation module.
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Figure 1.4: Actuation Module Top View
There are 16 solenoids in each actuation module. In the 512-element trial 
system, the solenoid is enclosed in a pressurised chamber and the end of the 
armature is attached to a rubber diaphragm [Ciu93a]. This mechanism returns a 
solenoid armature back to its de-energised location. The arrangement of a 
solenoid actuator mounted in an actuation module is depicted in Figure 1.5.
Figure 1.5: Vibratory PAM Actuator [Ciu93a]
The tile of an armature solenoid is in contact with the manipulated item on the 
PAM table. The surface of the tiles and the case of the PAM table are level when 
all the solenoids are turned off. The excited solenoids, however, make a 
vibratory surface moving up and down forcing an item resting on PAM to move.
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The overall structure of 512-element PAM system consisting of mechanical 
parts, vision feedback and hardware circuits is shown in Figure 1.6
Figure 1.6: The 512-Element PAM System
1.3.2 Hardware Description of 512-Element Trial PAM
In order to interface the transputer based control system to the 512-element PAM 
two subsystems were required:
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• A subsystem to calculate and produce the phase required for the excitation of 
the solenoids. A serial communication interface is used to address different 
elements of PAM and to send control commands to them.
• A power driver subsystem to drive the solenoids.
Figure 1.7: Hardware Configuration of 512-Element PAM
Figure 1.7 illustrates the required subsystems and their links to the transputer 
based control system of the 512-element trial PAM.
1.4 The Object-Oriented Paradigm
The object-oriented paradigm is a new method of thinking in a problem domain 
which promotes better understanding of the requirements, simpler design and 
more maintainable systems[Rum91]. The basic construct in this approach is 
object, which incorporates both data structure (attribute) and behaviour (function) 
in a single entity. Object-oriented methodology supports modularity and
Chapter 1 Introduction 11
information hiding techniques for large and complex systems. The 




(iv) . Polymorphism, and
(v) . Dynamic binding.
These concepts have a profound impact on computer software construction 
[Bas90]. Advantages of object-oriented programming over traditional 
(functional) programming have been documented in [Cox87]. The object 
modelling is the heart of the Object Modelling Technique (OMT) applied to 
model the PAM at system level.
1.5. Cellular Automata
The concept of cellular automata is adopted in this work as an approach to 
simulate the PAM traffic control. The architecture of PAM and its spatially 
distributed actuators makes it ideal for application of cellular automata. In 
cellular automata space is represented by a uniform grid similar to actuators in 
PAM. Each cell contains a few bits of data and time advances in discrete steps. 
In the same way that partial differential equations define a large class of 
continuous dynamic systems, cellular automata define discrete dynamic systems 
whose behaviours are completely specified in terms of a local relation [Tof87].
Cellular automata were introduced in the late 1940's by John Yon Neumann, 
following a suggestion of Stan Ulam [Ula52]. The purpose of the cellular 
automata was to provide a more realistic model for the behaviour of complex, 
spatially extended systems. In a cellular automaton, objects that can be 
interpreted as passive data or interpreted as computing devices are both 
assembled out of the same kind of structural elements and are subject to the same
3 0009 03132043 0
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simple unique rules. The most interesting feature of a cellular automata machine 
is its autonomous behaviour in contrast with other systems such as transducers 
which need an input in order to produce an output [Tof87].
The PAM traffic control (avoidance collision) strategy developed in this work is 
based on the cellular automata concept. This implies that each item on the PAM 
table can decide whether to maintain its previous direction or redirect itself in 
order to avoid collision. The decision is made based on the state of the actuators 
and uniform rules governing them.
1.6 Structure of the Thesis
This work is presented in this thesis through 8 chapters. The goals and objectives 
of the work and a brief introduction to PAM and major methodologies used in 
the project are provided in Chapter 1. The background is set in chapter 2 by 
studying the evolution of object-oriented modelling and simulation in a 
concurrent real-time system. A review of the related projects conducted by other 
research groups is also carried out in this chapter.
Further analysis, dynamic modelling, and simulation of PAM drive system 
including the actuators and vibrating table are reported in chapter 3. The aim has 
been to improve the trajectory prediction of an item. This aspect of modelling is 
referred to as low level modelling of PAM. The differential equations modelling 
the dynamics of PAM are simulated on a computer package called "SIMNON" 
[Sim90].
The static, dynamic and control modelling of PAM using the Parallel Object- 
Oriented Technique is addressed in chapter 4. In this approach three types of 
models including Object Model, Dynamic Model and Functional Model are
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defined for a system. The concept of concurrent object oriented programming 
and its relevance and application to PAM is also discussed in this chapter.
Chapter 5 is a continuation of chapter 4 and describes the application of the 
developed object model to PAM. A number of issues including the compatibility 
of the computing environment of PAM with the object model, the 
implementation of the object model using parallel object-oriented language 
(parallel C++ ), and benefits gained from this approach are also addressed in this 
chapter.
Trajectory Planning is the theme of chapter 6 in which design, simulation and 
implementation of a traffic control and collision avoidance algorithm for PAM 
based on Cellular Automata are described. Using the concept of cellular 
automata, PAM is represented by a spatially discrete system in order to control 
traffic congestion of the manipulated items.
The validation of the developed methodologies through computer simulation and 
experimental work are provided in chapter 7.
The last chapter is dedicated to summarise and conclude this project and propose 
further work for the enhancement of PAM.
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BACKGROUND
2.1. Introduction
In this chapter a study of the evolution of object-oriented modelling and 
simulation particularly in concurrent real-time systems will be conducted. The 
work will concentrate on four industrial and robotics systems in which 
concurrent object-oriented programming has been applied to distributed real-time 
systems using parallel computing architectures.
A brief section is initially allocated to the definition of modelling and simulation. 
In order to set the scene, the historical trends in modelling and simulation are 
reviewed.
2.2. Formal Definition of Modelling and Simulation
Shannon has provided a precise definition for simulation[Sha75]:
"Simulation is the process of designing a model of a real system and conducting 
experiments with this model with the purpose of either understanding the 
behaviour of the system or of evaluating various strategies (within the limits 
imposed by a criterion or set of criteria) for the operation of the system."
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The emphasis in this definition is on experimental simulation techniques. 
Pritsker [Pri79] attempts to shift this emphasis to computational techniques and 
defines modelling and simulation based on the state of a system. The system 
state is modelled by a combination of state variables whereas the manipulation of 
the system from one state to another in accordance to well defined rules 
represents simulation.
The work reported in this thesis is better described by the former definition rather 
than on the latter. The modelling process is in fact an abstraction of a system to 
be developed. This model can be dynamically exercised through the use of a 
computer to provide a better understanding of the system behaviour. Different 
levels of abstraction of a system at varying degrees of accuracy and stability can 
be made by ignoring its details. The designer needs to choose the appropriate 
level of model complexity for a particular application.
A major step in modelling is to verify and validate the developed model based on 
the requirements of the system. After each validation stage, the model can be 
expanded to represent the system more accurately.
2.3. The Historical Trends in Modelling and Simulation
Zeigler [Zei91] claims that "model building can be traced back at least as far as 
the Newtonian era, but the tremendous impetus it received with the advent of the 
electronic computer is of course a relatively recent phenomenon". In the 1920's 
differential analysers based on mechanical motion were developed in order to 
solve complex differential equations of physical systems. The invention of the 
analog computer meant that most of the chemical and aerospace processes could 
be modelled by these devices, in which the integration was performed by 
capacitors, and signals were normalised by high-gain amplifiers. There were,
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however, limitations on the size of a problem, stability and accuracy of the 
computations that such devices were capable of performing. These problems 
were overcome by the emergence of digital computers. According to [Bas90] the 
history of simulation modelling can be divided into five periods:
(i) The era of custom programs
(ii) The emergence of simulation programming languages
(iii) The second generation of simulation programming languages,
(iv) The era of extended features
(v) The current period [Nan84].
In the first period, the simulation modelling systems were customised and 
consisted of a set of programs developed particularly for a specific project. The 
cost was usually high and as the result simulations were mainly used for large 
and expensive projects.
In second period (early 1960's) which coincided with further development of 
simulation, discrete event simulation languages (GASP and SIMULA) were 
written to provide generic functions and subroutines for the tasks required in 
simulation. Despite the huge simulation activities in this period, there were some 
problems in re-useability of the written codes.
Next period (late 1960's) was dedicated to the second generation of simulation 
languages (GPSS V, SIMULA 67 and GASP IIA) which were more powerful.
In the fourth period (1970's) activities tended toward the extension of different 
modelling methodologies. Many of the languages which evolved from these 
developments, GPSS, SLAM and SIMAN, are still widely and actively used 
today [Law89].
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The occurrence of overwhelming changes in computer hardware, high resolution 
graphics and animation, artificial intelligence and expert systems, had a direct 
impact on simulation methodologies in early 1980's. "In terms of continuing the 
growth of simulation modelling and expanding the use of simulation in general, 
construction of new simulation models and modification of the existing models 
still provide formidable challenges to researchers. For example, modelling 
primitives and animation objects must be expressed in the user's language. Alsp, 
the time required to construct and validate simulation models must continue to 
decrease through the use of concepts such as rapid prototyping and model re- 
useability. Object-oriented programming appears to have potential to be a major 
contributor to these areas of research [Bas90]."
2.4. Object-Oriented Paradigm
Object-oriented concepts first emerged in 1967 in the context of the language 
Simula67 (Exhibit), developed by Ole-Johan Dahl and Kristen Nygaard in 
Norway [Hen92]. While being a general-purpose language, its main use over the 
next decade was in simulation modelling. However, its design had a significant 
influence on later object-oriented programming languages, such as Smalltalk, 
Eiffel, and Ada. In the early 1970's, a group at the University of Utah led by 
Alan Kay, who later formed the nucleus of the group including Adele Goldberg 
and Daniel Ingalls at Xerox in Palo Alto, formulated the basic rationale 
underlying the Smalltalk language and environment. This development remained 
a research tool until the mid-1980's, when Xerox formed a subsidiary company, 
ParcPlace System, to turn Smalltalk into a commercial-quality product.
The coincident rise of interest in the C programming language led several people 
to design languages that utilised the systems programming capabilities of C and 
augmented these with object-oriented features. Notable examples are C++,
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developed by Bjarn Stroustrup at AT&T, and Objective-C, developed by Brad 
Cox of Stepstone Corporation. More recently, a new language, developed by 
Bertrand Meyer, became available commercially. This language, known as 
Eiffel, provides an alternative environment in which object-oriented ideas are 
well supported [Hen92].
In 1982 it was predicted that object-oriented programming in the 1980's would be 
what structured programming was in the 1970's [Ren82]. Koshafian [Kho90] 
also stated that the 80's will be probably known as the decade that the object- 
oriented era of computation was launched.
The concepts of object-oriented programming (OOP) currently have a profound 
impact on computer software construction. According to Booch [B0086], an 
active person in Ada (object-oriented based language) research, the 
Object-oriented development is an approach to software design in which the 
decomposition of a system is based upon the concepts of an object. An object is 
an entity whose behaviour is characterised by the actions that it performs and 
expects from other objects.
Object-oriented development has become more popular in 1980's, and the first 
major conference, OOPSLA (Object-Oriented Programming System and 
LAnguages) held in 1986, was entirely dedicated to object-oriented concepts. 
Moreover, in 1988 the first journal dedicated to object-oriented concepts; The 
Journal o f Object-Oriented Programming, was published [Kho90]. Nowadays, 
there are many conferences and publications all over the world related to Object- 
Oriented concepts. A list of conferences and publications on object-oriented 
subjects is documented in [Fir93].
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2.4.1. Object-Oriented Modelling
An object-oriented model of a system is constructed of objects that make up that 
system. Lomow [Lom90] defines an object as any distinguishable component of 
a system with a set of attributes which define its state and a set of operations 
manipulating that state. Based on this definition, a real-time system can be 
assumed to compose of many individual concurrent objects that communicate 
with each other by point to point message passing. In order to simulate or 
control a complex real-time system, a parallel approach is the ideal solution.
One of the important properties of object-oriented programming, critical to real­
time systems, particularly this work, is the dynamic creation and destruction of 
the objects. Objects can be executed concurrently with other objects and 
dynamically spawned or terminated. Such properties have been significantly 
important to the control scheme of the PAM system studied in this work as will 
be described later.
2.4.2 Concurrent Object-Oriented Modelling
Concurrency is one of the obvious properties of object-oriented modelling. In 
order to emphasis its importance in this work, concurrent object-oriented 
modelling is discussed separately in this section. In object-oriented computing, a 
problem is modelled as a set of the communicating and cooperating objects. This 
is identical to the concurrency of Communicating Sequential processes [Hoa78] 
model. Comparison of these two concepts, reveals that both have a similar 
structure; objects correspond to processes and message passing corresponds to 
inter-process communication [Yok87].
Concurrent object-oriented programming is a programming and design 
methodology (style) in which the system to be constructed is modelled as a
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collection of concurrently executable program modules, called objects, which 
interact with each other by sending messages. This modelling approach highly 
exploits parallelism in a system [Yon87]. Yokoto [Yok87] has also pointed out 
that "by modelling a problem as a set of cooperating concurrent objects, we can 
obtain higher descriptively and understandability. In a multiple computer 
environment, concurrency in a problem can naturally exploit the parallel 
execution capability of multiple computers".
It is worth noting that an efficient programming and execution environment can 
be realised only through an appropriate computer architecture. In object-oriented 
concurrent computing, every object runs concurrently with others. Since an 
object is a self-contained entity with a unified communication protocol, the 
object-oriented model fits naturally into a distributed computing system which 
consists of a set of processor-memory pairs inter-connected by a communication 
subsystem. It is, therefore, reasonable to state that a parallel distributed 
architecture is ideal environment for implementing the object-oriented model of a 
system.
This approach is adopted in this work by using a network of transputers. A 
transputer is a high performance microprocessor developed by Inmos Ltd. It 
provides a low-cost solution in building high performance concurrent systems. It 
is designed with on chip point-to-point unbuffered synchronous communication 
and hardware scheduler which allows multiple processes to be executed on a 
single transputer very efficiently. The various implementation issues will be 
addressed in chapter 5.
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2.5. Object-Oriented Applications
Object Oriented techniques have been widely used in industry and applied 
successfully to a wide range of applications. These include military applications, 
interactive graphics and visual interface applications. In the first chapter of 
[Pin90], a typical wafer fabrication shop in a semiconductor manufacturing 
facilities is modelled and implemented based on object oriented approach. 
Monitoring a combat military situation by presenting map backgrounds and real­
time tactical overlays, is another example of using object-oriented design.
Three well documented object-oriented applications entitled: "Warehouse 
Management System", "Telecom", and "Managing Object-Oriented Software 
Engineering" can be found in [Jac92]. -
In general the Object Oriented applications may be categorised into four groups:
(i) Object-oriented in programming languages
(ii) Object-oriented in databases
(iii) Object-oriented in user interfaces
(iv) Object-oriented in modelling and control of complex real-time systems
It is also possible to divide each category into many sub-categories which is 
beyond the scope of this thesis. Koshafian & Abnous [Kho90] present more 
details on each of the above categories.
A large number of OOP have been implemented by Peter Coad and his team in 
different countries. Peter Coad, the author of [You91b] and [You91a], is the 
chairman of Object International Inc., a software company specialised in 
object-oriented development. The organisations using the automated tools 
provided by Object International Inc. include IBM, DEC, AT&T, Unisys, Mitre,
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US Navy, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Canadian Imperial Bank, Enea Data 
(Sweden), NSW State Rail (Australia), and Westpac (Australia) [You91a].
The programming languages used in these applications were varied and included 
C++, Smalltalk, Objective-C, Actor, and Object Pascal [Pin90].
As it was mentioned, concurrency is one of the important properties of a complex 
real-time model of a system which can be satisfied by concurrent object-oriented 
programming. Therefore all such applications may be applied in a concurrent 
distributed environment to realise the physical systems more realistically.
In order to investigate the characteristics of concurrent object-oriented paradigm, 
four applications will be studied in the following sections.
2.5.1. Concurrent Object Model for an Industrial Process Control
In this section, a commercial sheet measurement and control system (AccuRay 
1180 Micro) which is designed and implemented using concurrent object- 
oriented techniques will be discussed [Gil93]. This system is applied mostly to 
paper, plastic, metals and other sheetmaking processes.
Figure 2.1: The Scanning Measurement system
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As illustrated in Figure 2.1 the measurement system consists of two major 
subsystems. First, there is the scanner/sensor subsystem, which contains all the 
sensors, the scanning servomechanism, and a simple local control panel. Second, 
there is the processor subsystem, which processes the sensor signals, controls the 
scanner servo, monitors and displays information on the scanner control panel, 
operates many of the electromechanical devices associated with the sensors, and 
communicates with the process control and information system that uses the 
measurement data. Each of these subsystems is made up of smaller subsystem 
and components.
The measurement system software models all the key elements of the 
scanner/sensor subsystem as objects. The signals that are the inputs and outputs 
of these two subsystems are also represented as objects. The objects in the two 
subsystems and their signals representing the top level of the problem 
abstraction, are shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2 The Measurement system Object Model
The concurrency is used in three distinctly different ways: intra-object, inter­
object and inter-processor. Intra-object and inter-object concurrencies are both 
implemented by traditional pseudo-concurrent multi-tasking programs in a 
conventional operating system environment. Inter-processor concurrency is
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achieved through the use of hardware. The resources for concurrent processing 
in the represented architecture are provided by two special object classes: 
P r o c e s s  and C om m u n ity .
A P r o c e s s  provides a single thread of execution and is the fundamental resource 
for execution. Concurrency is achieved by creating multiple instances of P ro c e ss  
and assigning them to different tasks to perform.
A C om m u n ity  is a special type of P r o c e s s  that provides a home for other objects. 
It contains a collection of objects (its members) that work together as a group. 
A C o m m u n ity  provides facilities for its members to communicate with each other 
as well as with objects in other communities. As a P r o c e s s , each C om m u n ity  
supplies thread of execution and message-handling facilities for its members.
A third kind of object, a P r o c e s s o r , plays a crucial role in this type of system. A 
P r o c e s s o r  represents a physical machine with a real-time operating system kernel 
that simulates concurrency by supporting an arbitrary number of processes via 
CPU time-sharing. Multiple processors afford the only opportunity for real 
concurrency. In general, a Processor could be thought of as a collection of the 
P r o c e s s o r s  and C o m m u n itie s  it supports. Figure 2.3 illustrates how Communities 
in their entirety are assigned to P r o c e s s o r s , along with all of their member 
objects and their private P r o c e sse s . *
Figure 2.3: Allocating Communities of Objects to Processors
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A  complete system can be realised with a single processor or distributed amongst 
many by redistribution of the communities. Such redistribution is a configuration 
issue that affects system performance but does not impact the object model 
structure or system functionality.
As there was little published material on object-oriented analysis and design 
methodology in 1984-1989, when this project was undertaken, the required 
methodologies had to be invented by the author and his team. Moreover, in those 
years there were few commercially available languages supporting object- 
oriented programming. The measurement system application software was 
written in Objective-C.
It is worth pointing out that this project was carried out by a software team 
(13 members) over five years. However, Gillbert [GÜ93] has stated that "no one 
involved would claim that this project ran smoothly or was managed well". As a 
conclusion, the author and his team have been convinced that object-oriented 
software construction was the best available technology for building such a 
complex system.
2.5.2. Object-Oriented Modelling for Sensor-Guided Robot Control
The second applications which has close similarity to the work of this thesis, 
[Zha90] is a transputer-based object-oriented methodology for modelling a 
sensor-guided robot control. Three steps are considered for the design and 
implementation of this kind of robot control system.
• Structural decomposition of the system into hierarchical behavioural modules 
and mapping them onto a transputer network;
• Interface design for communication between these behavioural modules;
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• Behavioural decomposition using Parallel C++, a parallel distributed object- 
oriented language implemented on the transputer network.
In this work, the above methodology is implemented in an experimental system. 
The two-dimensional decomposition architecture, behavioural and structural, are 
also proposed. Behavioural decomposition represents the coordination of 
multiple processes which gives the required emergent behaviour. Structural 
decomposition represents the hierarchy of realisation of the behaviour on a 
different level of details.
According to Zhang [Zha90] a concurrent object usually consists of a set of 
tightly coupled processes and a set of communication channels which support 
message passing between objects. The role of a concurrent object in a parallel 
distributed object oriented program is similar to that of an integrated circuit in a 
large electronic system. This kind of modularity is critical for both the system 
design and maintenance. From a design point of view, system programming is 
simply a method for choosing suitable objects, and assembling them to achieve 
some specific behaviour. From the maintenance point of view, changes can be 
done locally: just "pull-out" the "wrong" component, repair or change it, and 
"plug-in" the "right" one".
As the result of this work, a simple touch sensor guided control system for a real 
robot arm is designed and implemented on a network of transputers. The robot 
arm has six joints, from base to end-effector, swing, shoulder, elbow, upper- 
rotate, wrist-flex and tool. In addition, there is a gripper with a touch sensor 
mounted. The system shows the behaviour of exploring the environment and 
reacting to the sensor information in real-time. Figure 2.4 shows the structural 
decomposition of the system.
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Figure 2.4: Structural Decomposition of Robot System
The basic procedure for behavioural decomposition is to decompose the 
behavioural module into a set of concurrent objects, as well as the coordination 
between these objects (processes). The author [Zha90] has exemplified this 
concept by a joint module SHOULDER. The definition of Class SHOULDER is 
shown in Figure 2.5.
class SHOULDER { 
fram F;
public:
SHOULDER ( Channel *, Channel * ); 
void cal_Dif ( double * ); 
void cal_F (); 
void ini_F (); };
shoulder_process ( Process *p, SHOULDER sh, Channel *in, Channel *out)
{
double an;
for ( ; ; )  {
Chanlntlnt ( in); // waiting for ready signal
sh —> cal_Dif ( &an ) ;  // calculating the desired movement
ChanOutDouble ( out, an );
}
}
process_cal_F_sh ( Process *, SHOULDER sh, Channel *in, Channel *out)
{
for ( ; ; )  {
Chanlntlnt ( in ); // waiting for signal
sh —> cal_F (); // calculating the current frame
ChanOutlnt ( out, 1 ); // sending out ready signal
}
}_________
Figure 2.5: The Parallel C++ Codes for Definition of Class SHOULDER
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The initialisation of the module SHOULDER is done by creating and executing 
these two processes. The SHOULDER module and the corresponding codes are 







Figure 2.6: SHOULDER Module




this —> ini_F ();
chan = Chan Alloc ();
pi = ProcAlloc ( shoulder_procecss, 1000, 3, this, chan,
sh_rot);
p2 = ProcAlloc ( process_cal_F_sh, 1000, 3, this, in, chan );
ProcRun ( p i );
ProcRun ( p 2 );
}________________________________________________________
Figure 2.7: The Parallel C++ Codes for Module SHOULDER
The work has not presented a generic methodology for analysis and design of a 
complex real-time system. As it will be mentioned in chapter 3, a complete 
concurrent object-oriented approach modelling should contain three types of 
models including object, dynamic and functional models in order to cover all 
aspects of a complex real-time system.
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2.5.3. Concurrent Object-Oriented Switching Program
In this section the third example of concurrent object-oriented modelling and 
programming will be introduced. A switching program is a large 
multi-processing system which handles many thousands of telephone calls 
simultaneously. Therefore, it needs to be highly efficient, and each object should 
run concurrently. Since switching services and features are becoming more and 
more complex, the following requirements are needed [Mar91]:
• They should be adaptable to allow inclusion of new service features and 
functions with minimum effort during run-time.
• They should be adaptable to handle enhanced services, such as network- f 
wide database services, eg., Intelligent Network services.
• They should allow new services to be added quickly.
• They should be highly reliable.




• Enhanced program modularity
• Re-useability
To satisfy these requirements, a new switching program structure based on 
concurrent object-oriented programming has been studied [Mar91]. According to 
this approach, a logical switching model structure should be mapped directly to 
the program structure. Each logical component has its own state, self-completed 
functions, and logical interfaces. Messages are the only means by which the 
logical components are controlled. The objects are self-completed software 
entities providing only a logical message interface to their environments. They 
enclose their own instance data, which can only be modified by the object itself.
As a result of this work a prototype switching program is created. The following 
preliminary results are reported in [Mar91]:
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• Program understandability and maintainability are largely improved, as 
the program is directly mapped from a logical switching model.
• New services can be added by introducing a new service scenario object in 
the service layer and updating service analyser objects.
• Required memory size is rather large due to heavy concurrent object 
usage. However, the size can be adequately reduced if the call object is 
deleted once a call enters the talking state. For a 4,000 Erlangs switching 
system, memory space for all the call objects was reduced from 16 Mbytes 
to 3 Mbytes.
• The service scenario is easy to read and write, because it is a direct 
mapping of a state transition diagram of the service.
2.5.4. Framework for Concurrent Simulation of Neural Network Model
As the last example of concurrent object-oriented applications, a general 
framework for concurrent simulation of neural network models will be reported. 
The analysis of complex neural network models via analytical techniques is often 
quite difficult due to the large number of components involved, and the 
non-linearities associated with these components. For this reason, simulation is 
seen as an important tool in neural network research. In the work of [Hei92] the 
design and construction of a concurrent object-oriented discrete event simulation 
environment for neural network is studied. Furthermore, the parallel nature of 
neural network models makes it quite amenable for simulation on parallel 
computing architecture. A general-purpose object-oriented concurrent 
programming language (Concurrent C++) is used to simulate neural network 
models. The Concurrent C++ programming language merges C++ and
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Concurrent C to produce a language with both data abstraction and concurrent 
programming facilities.
The most complex issues involved in the development of the simulation system 
were those related to the synchronisation of the concurrent processes in the 
simulation, as well as deadlock avoidance. The parallel computer used to 
execute the simulation program was a bus-based shared memory system. The 
use of additional processors led to diminishing returns in terms of processor 
utilisation, and therefore adversely affected speedup. The results obtained 
indicate that the simulation system should scale to a larger parallel computer 
utilising switching networks for interprocessor communication [Hei92].
It is demonstrated that the concurrent object-oriented programming is ideal for 
modelling a complex neural network and implementing it on a parallel computer 
architecture. In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach a network 
containing 12 nodes has been simulated. Figure 2.8 shows the relative speed ups 
that were obtained on the parallel computer utilising from one to six processors.
Figure 2.8: Relative Speedup Curves for the Concurrent Network Simulation
The performance improves as the number of processors is increased from one to 
four. It, however, starts to decrease afterwards. This can be related to bus 
contention during inter-processor communication.
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2.6. Summary
In this chapter trends in modelling, simulation, and object-oriented techniques 
were briefly presented. It was demonstrated that the research and development 
of these concepts are still actively pursued. It was moreover shown that 
concurrent object-oriented concepts provide a powerful technique for modelling 
and simulation of very large, complex and real-time systems. This technique is 
not only applicable to the analysis of a system, but highly useful in its design and 
implementation. The emphasis of this study was mainly on concurrent systems. 
Four applications illustrating the features of such systems and the methodologies 
used to apply concurrent object oriented programming to them were also 
reviewed.
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LOW LEVEL MODELLING OF PAM
3.1. Introduction
Low level modelling in this work refers to the conventional modelling of PAM 
drive mechanism. For this purpose, the drive mechanism of PAM is divided into 
two parts; the actuators and vibratory table. These two major parts are initially 
modelled separately and then linked together. '
The analytical models developed in this work indicate that the behaviour of an 
item on PAM is considerably different from what was previously reported by 
Laszlo [Las92]. In order to define the actuators in contact at each instant with an 
item in the heterogeneous phase regime (translation mode), a new strategy for 
exciting the actuators has been proposed .
3.2. Analytical Modelling of the Actuators
PAM will be modelled as a mechanical vibratory system based on three standard 
elements of mass, linear spring, and dashpot.
Mass M is the inertia element. Applying a force to mass will accelerate it in the 
direction of the force. The mass M of a body is defined as the factor of 
proportionality between the applied force and the acceleration it produces.
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Figure 3.1: Mass symbol and model
As it is shown in Figure 3.2, when a linear spring is under an external force, it 
stores potential energy and the force is linearly proportional to the spring 
displacement.
x2 (t) xi(t) K ( x l - x 2) =  F( t )
Figure 3.2: Spring symbol and model
The terms x f t )  and x 2(t) are the displacements of the two ends of the spring 
from their initial positions. The linearity of the spring is found to be valid only 
over small ranges of displacements [Gou73].
A frictional resistance is experienced by a body moving relative to a support 
body. This frictional force varies linearly with the relative velocity of the 




x2(t) B ( v , ( t ) - v 2( t ) )  =  F( t )
Figure 3.3: Dashpot symbol and model
If the support body is fixed, the friction is directly proportional to the velocity of 
the moving body [Gou73]. There are also different kinds of friction such as
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Stiction (static friction) and Coulomb friction which are non-linear and are not 
relevant and present in PAM.
Consider a vibratory system which is mechanically forced by f(t) as shown in 
Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: A Vibratory Mass Model
Mass "m" includes the mass of the armature (Amass) and the share of item mass 
as seen by the actuator (Omass). When this system is excited by a sinusoidal 
force " f " the motion equation becomes;
d f  x  dx
m — —+ 2?--- \-kx =  f  =  Fcos(cot-t-ß) (1)
d t2 d t
This equation has two solutions ; a transient (free vibration) and a steady state 
part (forced vibration).
3.2.1. Modelling of PAM Actuators
The structure of a PAM actuator is illustrated in Figure 3.5. The armature of 
PAM will be mechanically stopped when it reaches the minimum air gap of the 
actuator. It remains in this position until it is pulled down by the actuator
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mechanism. It is, therefore, reasonable to state that the armature does not apply 
any force and acceleration on an item at its standstill position.
Figure 3.5: The Model of a PAM Actuator
The vibration equation developed in the previous section would not be valid in 
this case. For the vibratory orbiter, it is important to know the stop period 
relative to the excitation signal phase in order to predict the translation and 
direction of items on PAM.
In the mechanical arrangement of the trial PAM actuator (Figure 3.5), there are 
two different springs in parallel. The equivalent spring constant will be;
K  =  ka + k b (2)
Therefore the modified vibratory model will be ;
, . . d x n  dx . i  i  % p
(A + 0  ) — — +  5 -----1~ ( k + k h)x = F fl,V mass m ass'  ^  2 ^  v  a b '  jla
0 < x < a irgap
(3)
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3.3 Electrical Model of the Actuators
In this section the mathematical model of the electrical portion of the actuators 
which are assembled in the 36 trial PAM will be presented. The system shown in 
Figure 3.6 is an example of an electromechanical energy-conversion device
which is used in PAM system. The electrical part is represented by a voltage 
source v g( t )  and resistance R.
Armature
Air gap
Figure 3.6: An Electromechanical System 
Therefore, the electrical equation is;
V (t)  = i R + ^  
g d t
(4)
Considering the equivalent of flux linkage X , the final electrical equation would 
be :
t t s \ y / \ d i  . dL{ x )  dxV ( t ) = i R + L ( x )  —  +  i —
dt  dx d t
(5)
The force produced by the magnetic field f fld acts to move the armature in the
direction x. In the static case, it is assumed that the field force and the 
mechanical force are in balance [Fit90];
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f f i d  f medi
1 .2 dl— I —
2 dx
Combining equations (3) and (6) gives;
(6)
f f i d  “ (A nass+ 0 m a s s ) ~ 7 T + B ~ T + ^k a + k b ) X C7)at  a t
Equations (5) and (7) represent the dynamic model of the actuators of the PAM 
system. The parameters of actuators used in 36 trial PAM system are listed in 
Table 3.1. These solenoids were supplied by Famell Electric Components, part 
number 176-583.
type 176-583 dl 5.5 mm
coil resistance 53 Q. d2 2.5 mm
max stroke (x) 9 mm d3 6.8 mm
# of turns 3000 b 1.2 mm
voltage: 12 V dc @ 100% duty a 60°
wattage 2.75 W @ 100% duty
Table 3.1: Specification of Solenoids #176-583
Considering the sectional view of a solenoid shown in Figure 3.7, the inductance
a/'2 1
of the magnetic circuit will be calculated from l (x ) = —  and r  = —— , as follows:
R M
Figure 3.7: Sectional view of solenoid #176-583
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R = Rl + R2 (8)
In which Rl and R2 are the reluctance of the air gaps as shown in Figure 3.7.
/j _ 4*(cosa)2 
PoA M-ô (A — d2 )
(9)
— 2̂ _ (̂ 3 df)
|X0 A2 2\i0nd3b
( 10)
Substituting the solenoid parameters into equation (5) gives:
e(t) = Ri(t) + 9 di
(10554.3jc + 20.17) dt ~ i(t)
95830.68 dx
(10554.3*+ 20.17; dt (ID
This describes the dynamic behaviour of a solenoid used in PAM.
N 2Differentiating L(x) = —  with respect to * and substituting it into equation
R
Fnd =—i1(dL/ provides the force produced by the solenoid as a function of air^ dx
gap and current. Substituting the specifications of the solenoid from Table 3.1 
into the force equation, gives:
r _ -47494.26Z2
>ßd~ (10554.3* + 20.17)2
( 12)
This is the attraction force of the magnetic field on the armature. This force will 
be balanced by the tension in the spring. The minus sign in (12) indicates that 
this force tends to decrease the air gap * [Gou73].
According to (11) and (12), the parameters of an electrical component are 
affected by changes in the variables of the mechanical part and vice versa. The
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numerical methods are the best approach to analyse and solve these non-linear 
differential equations.
The equations (11) and (3) are valid as long as the armature is within its air gap. 
It means that "the limit (0.1 air gap < x < 0.9 air gap ) is the normal working 
range of the actuator" [Fit90].
3.4. M odelling of Horizontal Vibratory Motion
It is essential to predict the direction and position of an item moving on PAM. 
This requires the modelling of the behaviour of an item on the horizontal 
vibratory part of the PAM when the actuators are both stationary and excited.
In this part the theoretical study and modelling of a translation item will be 
presented. Also the path of the translation of an item will be discussed.
3.4.1. Type of Motion on PAM
In order to have a precise model, it is necessary to obtain a good understanding 
of the theoretical aspects of the motion. It is possible to categorise the motion of 
a rigid body as; translation, rotation about a fixed axis, and rotation about a fixed 
point [Mer66].
Translation occurs when any straight line on the body remains parallel to its 
original direction during the motion. When the paths of motion for all the 
particles of the body are along parallel straight lines, the motion is called 
Rectilinear Translation. Figure 3.8 represents a linear motion in which line AB 
in the body is displaced to a parallel position A' B', and every point in the body 
has the same displacement.
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Figure 3.8 Linear Translation Figure 3.9 Curvilinear Translation
When the path of motion is along curved paths which are all parallel, the 
translation is said to be Curvilinear (Figure 3.9). In other words, the translation 
occurs when there is no angular motion of the body. The items on PAM have a 
curvilinear translation. It has been shown that all points on a rigid body, 
subjected to a curvilinear translation, move with the same velocity and 
acceleration [Mer66]. There is also no angular velocity or acceleration in the 
curvilinear translation and all the velocities and accelerations are equal at all 
times [McG89].
3.4.2. Dynamic Modelling of the Vibratory Table
The horizontal vibratory motion of the 36 element prototype PAM is initially 
modelled without considering the effect of the actuator dynamics. In this state an 
item on the PAM table will remain in a stationary condition. This minimises the 
effects of different parameters and helps to develop a better understanding of the 
dynamic behaviour of the horizontal vibratory motion. It also makes it 
convenient to validate the dynamic model. It is possible to validate the 
horizontal vibratory motion without energising the actuators.
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As stated above, the motion on the PAM table is curvilinear (circular) in which 
the velocity vector of the table is tangent to the circular path of the translation. 
The magnitude of the velocity can be calculated by;
v  = * d (13)
where co = 2 n f  (14)
and / is the frequency of vibration.
This vector which is illustrated in Figure 3.10 has two components on X-Y 
coordinates
A\
o o o o o o o o o
o o o Object0 0 0
0 0 0 1  
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Figure 3.10: Planar Vibratory Motion
They are given by;
v x = rco cos 0 (15)
v Y = rco sin 0 (16)
The variable 0 is the angle of the curvilinear motion.
The forces acting on the PAM table during its motion are illustrated in Figure
3.11.
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Figure 3.11 Dynamic Model of an Item on the Translatory Carter
It is assumed that the mass "m" rides on a carriage which has a sinusoidal 
motion;
x  =  x mcos(úf t (17)
In addition there is a linear viscous damping "Z?" between the mass and the 
carriage which causes the mass to follow the carriage motion in proportion to the 
relative velocity between mass and carriage [Can67].
This friction is not likely to be very linear. The typical measured data resembles 
the curve shown in Figure 3.12 illustrating the friction force function b ( v r) versus 
the relative velocity vr =i. - x o [Sch86]. When there is a thin fluid flow layer,
which is generally attributable to high viscosity, the relationship is linear. For 
dry friction, a straight (horizontal) line is a good approximation [Can67]. 
However, since there is very little variation in the velocity of the PAM table , it is 
acceptable to assume a constant value for the viscous damping coefficient "b".
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Figure 3.12 Friction Force Function b ( y r) Versus the Relative Velocity
In Figure 3.11, The displacement of the carriage relative to a fixed reference and 
displacement of the mass related to the same reference are referred to as x. and *o
respectively. Accordingly, it is possible to find the displacement of the mass 
X o(t) by solving the equation of motion ;
mx0 - b ( x i - x 0) =  0 (18)
where
x 0 is the acceleration of the mass, •
x 0 is the velocity of the mass,
x. is the velocity of the carriage.
Assuming*; = X te st and = X oest, the transfer function relating the known 
motion X. to the unknown motion X 0 is;
X t(s)
(19)
It is obvious that the distance translated by the mass "m" is inversely proportional 
to the angular velocity of the vibratory motion. This agrees with the intuitive
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expectation that at very low frequencies, the item would follow the translation of 
the carriage, whereas, at high frequencies it only follows a fraction of the 
carriage translation. At a particular frequency, an item with a small mass can 
follow the carriage translation closely.
Up until now, all the equations and figures describe only the model in the X 
direction. It is possible to develop similar equations and results for the Y axis. 
This provides a complete model of the horizontal vibratory motion of the PAM 
table.
3.5. The Effect of Actuator Vibration on the Model
In this section the effect of the vibration of the actuators will be introduced into 
the model of the PAM table in order to produce the complete dynamic model of 
an item on PAM and predict its trajectory.
It is possible to describe the vibratory motion of the actuators as a function 
modulating the value of the viscous damping coefficient. When an actuator has a 
downward motion it has an acceleration in the same direction as gravity, whereas 
in upward motion its acceleration is opposite to gravity. Therefore, the free body 
diagram of Figure 3.11 will change according to the vertical vibration of the 
actuators and the balance of forces acting in the vertical direction. This will 
give:
N - m g - f s = 0 (20)
in which f s is the actuator force imparted to mass "m".
Assuming that the mass seen by the actuator is equal to m, then;
N -m (g  + as) = 0 (21)
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in which as is the acceleration of the actuator.
From (21), it is clear that the vibration of the actuator causes a change in the total 
weight of mass m relative to the acceleration of the actuator armature. That is, 
during the vibration of the actuator, the viscous damping coefficient, b, is 
modulated as a function of the actuator acceleration. In the process of 
simulation, the viscous damping coefficient was considered as a constant 
multiplied by the acceleration of the actuator. '
3.6. Summary
In this chapter, the analytical model of PAM at drive level was developed. The 
models will be simulated in Chapter 7.
CHAPTER 4V /  J l x / x 1  X  U 1 V  H r
OBJECT-ORIENTED MODELLING OF PAM
4.1. Introduction
The main objective of this chapter is to present a concurrent object-oriented 
based model for PAM at system level. In order to define all aspects of PAM, 
three types of model are required. They include Object Model, Dynamic Model 
and Functional Model which respectively represent the static, dynamic and 
control models of PAM. Table 4.1 expresses the role and importance of each 
model and relationship between them.
The concept of concurrent object-oriented programming is aimed at developing 
and maintaining large, complex, real-time software systems in a competitive and 
dynamic environment. A concurrent object-oriented program provides object- 
oriented programming capabilities while specifying the concurrent execution of 
the classes [Hei92].
The concurrent Object-Oriented Programming (OOP), in which the software is 
structured as a collection of interacting objects, has emerged as the common 
basis for a host of diverse applications including:
(I) Computer simulation of discrete-event systems
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(II) Software engineering techniques, such as; abstract data types, 
encapsulation, information hiding developed to enhance modularity, 
correctness, testability, extensibility, reuseability, and maintainability f
(III) Operating-system mechanisms to protect resources and security
(IV) Representation schemes in artificial intelligence, such as; rules, frames, 
demons and blackboard coupled specialists, that express knowledge as the 
aggregation of modular chunks that can communicate when needed 
[Hay81].
R epresen ts In v o lv es the  
con cep ts of;
Im portance Im plem entation  roles
O bject
M od el
- structures o f  the D F D
- ob jects(doers)
- data
- seq u en cin g
- operations
V aries accord in g  to the  
k in d  o f  a p p lic a tio n
T he three m odels  
com e together in  the  
im p lem en ta tion  
o f  m eth od s, w h ich  
in v o lv e  data, control, 
and operations.
D yn am ic
M od el
- seq u en ces in  w h ich  
p ro cess are perform ed





V aries accord ing  to  the  
k in d  o f  a p p lic a tio n
F un ction a l
M od el
- re la tion  b etw een  va lu es, 
&  operations on  the c la sse s
- h ig h  le v e l fu n ction a lity  o f  
a sy stem
- data
- seq u en cin g
- operations
V aries accord ing  to  the  
k in d  o f  a p p lic a tio n
Table 4.1: Relationships Between the Three Models
The notations used for modelling are inspired by the work of P. Coad,
E.Yourdon [You91a] and Rumbugh et. al. [Rum91]. These notations are defined 
in Appendix A.
4.2. Object M odel of PAM
An object model represents the static, structural, and data aspects of a system 
[Rum91]. Coad and Yourdon [You91a] suggest that a system should be analysed 
before its model is derived. Object-Oriented Analysis (OOA), therefore, is the 
first step in deriving the object model. Object-oriented analysis is the very 
principal way of men's thinking in order to realise the real world [You91a]. An
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object is simply something that makes sense in a physical environment. Objects 
and classes which are a collection of objects will be defined in the next part.
The object-oriented approach that models very large and complex system needs 
to be supported by good graphical and textual notations that reflect and support 
object-oriented concepts at all stages of the life cycle [Edw93]. Since there are a 
number of slightly different notations, none of which are standardised, a mixture 
of the notations presented by Coad & Yourdon and Rumbaugh et. al. are chosen 
as the most appropriate notation for the PAM system. In the rest of this thesis, 
all the I ta lic  words refer to the defined objects or classes.
4.2.1. Definition of PAM Objects
The PAM system is a collection of Manipulation Modules (MM) which can be 
configured in any desirable topology in order to provide the required 
manipulation. A manipulation module is an ensemble of a specific number of 
actuators. Some possible topologies of PAM manipulation modules are shown in 
Figure 4.1.
M M M M M M
M M
M M M M
M M M M
M M M M
M P4
M M M M M M
Figure 4.1: Four Different Topologies of Manipulation Modules (MM)
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The structure of PAM can be defined by 14 Class-&-Objects as depicted in 
Figure 4.2. Each M a n ip u la tio n  M o d u le  ( M M )  consists of one instance of all the 
classes, except the I te m  that can be many, as shown in Figure 4.2. The Class-&- 
Object I n /O u t-F e e d e r  commands the I n -F e e d  and O u t-F e e d  to let the I te m  enter 
into the P A M -T a b le  or exit from it. E n e r g is e r  commands the C o n tr o l-H a r d w a re  
to send the proper phase to particular actuators to translate or rotate an I te m  on 
the P A M -T a b le . C a m e ra  provides the required data for F r a m e -G r a b b e r  to grab a 
frame. Consequently, the frame will be processed by V is io n -S y s te m  to find the 
position and orientation of the manipulating i te m s  on the P A M -T a b le .
Figure 4.2: PAM System- Class-&-Object layers .
Identifying the structure of the objects is the next step in analysing the system. 
The PAM system has one Gen-Spec structure (In /O u t-F e e d e r) and eleven Whole- 
Part structures as follows;
( i) M M  &  In /O u t-  F e e d e r ,
( ii) M M  & E n e r g is e r ,
(Hi) M M  & V is io n -S y s te m ,
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(iv) MM & PAM-Table,
(v) Energiser & Control-Hardware,
(vi) Vision-System & Frame-Grabber,
(vii) Vision-System & Ttg3,
(viii) Frame-Grabber & Camera,
(ix) Ttg3 & Monitor,
(x) PAM-Table & Item,
(xi) PAM-Table & Actuator.
4.2.2. Attributes of Objects
The attributes of the objects should be defined next. From OOA point of view, 
the term "attribute" is defined [You91a] as follows :
An attribute is some data (state information) for which each object in a class has 
its own value. In other words, an attribute is a data value held by the objects in a 
class.
Defining attributes for each Class-&-Object makes a model more specific and 
clearer to understand. An attribute should be a pure data value, not an object. 
Some of the attributes will rarely change in value while some change more often, 
and others are quite dynamic. Therefore, the system is bound to follow this state 
information (the actual value for each object ) over time. When applying 
inheritance in Gen-Spec structures, the more general attributes must be located at 
the higher positions with specialised attributes at lower positions [You91a].
It is preferred to present the object attributes in a top-down order because of the 
inheritance present among the objects. In this hierarchy, the objects in lower 
position inherit the attributes of the upper objects.
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4.2.2.1 Manipulation-Module Attributes
Recalling the modularity of PAM, there might be several M a n ip u la tio n -M o d u le s  
(M M ) co-operating with each other. Each module is specified by the A d d r e s s , 
C o n fig u ra tio n  and ln /O u t  Attributes. C o n fig u ra tio n  defines the topology of 
modules. I n /O u t defines whether the module is an "entering" MM or an "exiting" 
one. An entering MM is a module through which items are expected entered in, 
while an exiting MM is a module through which items leave PAM. The 
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Figure 4.3: Manipulation-Module Class-&-Object -Attribute Layer
The configuration of an MM and its neighbouring modules can be specified by 
an array of 8 elements, representing the neighbouring modules as shown in 
Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4: Identifying the Configuration of a MM
The existence or non-existence of a neighbour is shown by 1 or 0 in the array. 
An example illustrating this concept, is shown in Figure 4.5. In this example, 
four existing neighbouring MM's are represented by 1 in the configuration array.




MM« [ 1*0,0,. 1,1, 1, 0,0]
Figure 4.5: An Example of MM Configuration
4.2.2.2 Vision-System Attributes
The vision system used in PAM has an essential role in the simultaneous 
manipulation of different items. Information provided by the vision system is 
used to calculate the position, orientation, and the speed of an item. As was 
mentioned before, attribute A d d r e s s  in M a n ip u la tio n -M o d u le  can be applied to 
V is io n -S y s te m , F r a m e -G r a b b e r  and C a m e ra  Class-&-Objects. There are also 
three more attributes in V is io n -S y s te m , which are shown in Figure 4.6. 
P ix e lR e s o lu tio n  defines the number of lines per captured frame and the number 
of pixels digitised on each line.
The size of each MM table is defined by T a b le  S ize  attribute. Knowing the size 
of a table of one manipulation module and the number of pixels per width of the 
table, the size of each I te m  pixel can be found. Another important parameter in 
V is io n -S y s te m  is Threshold, which defines the level at which a binary image is 





F igu re  4.6: V ision -S ystem  C lass-& -O bject -A ttribu te  layer
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4.2.2.3 Frame-Grabber Attributes
The structure of the frame-grabber used in PAM allows most video formats to be 
digitized, subject only to one constraint that the largest image can consist of 1024 
lines of 1024 pixels. The pixels themselves are an 8-bit conversion of the video 
intensity. The actual number of pixels captured per line is determined by the rate 
of the P ix e lC lo c k . F r a m e -G r a b b e r  inherits the attribute P ix e lR e so lu tio n  and 
A d d r e s s  from its parent and grand parent Class-&-Objects. Figure 4.7 shows 
F r a m e -G r a b b e r  Class-&-Object.
Figure 4.7: Frame-Grabber Class-&-Object-Attribute Layer
4.2.2.4 Camera Attributes
C a m e ra  is a part of V is io n -S y s te m  to convert the image information into signals. 
A d d r e s s  and other attributes of V is io n -S y s te m  and F r a m e -G r a b b e r  may apply to 
C a m e ra .
C a m e ra R e so lu tio n  defines the number of pixels per each row and column of the 
frame. In fact, it defines the size of a captured frame.
Camera
CameraResolution
F igu re  4.8: C am era  C lass-& -O bjec t -A ttribu te  layer
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4.2.2.S Ttg3 Attributes
T tg 3  is another part of V is io n -S y s te m  which produces necessary signals from the 
digitised image to be displayed on a monitor. T tg 3  is a high resolution graphics 
subsystem compressed onto an extremely small format. It uses the IMS T800 
Transputer as a general purpose graphic processor. T tg 3  can support a wide 
range of display resolutions and monitors. As it is shown in Figure 4.8, 
F ra m e R a te , P ix e lC lo c k F re q u e n c y , C o lo u r L o o k U p T a b le , x S iz e , and y S iz e  are the 







Figure 4.9: Ttg3 Class-&-Object -Attribute layer
4.2.2.6 Monitor Attribute
M o n ito r  is the terminating part of V isio n -S ys te m  which shows the captured 
image. M o n ito r  attribute may inherit all the attributes of T tg 3  and V isio n -S ys te m . 
The M o n ito r  Class-&-Object may not be used after initialising and calibrating the 
V is io n -S y s te m .
4.2.2.7 In/Out-Feeder Attributes
The attributes for this object are I te m L is t, R e a d y ln , and R e a d y  O u t. Figure 4.10 
shows the I n /O u t-F e e d e r  Class-&-Object attribute layer.
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Figure 4.10: In/Out-Feeder Class-&-Object -Attribute layer
Any item entering into the PAM table must be indexed and listed and any item 
leaving it must be deleted off the list. The R e a d y in  and R e a d y o u t attributes 
indicate whether any more items can enter or leave PAM. It should be 
mentioned that the attribute A d d r e s s  in M a n ip u la tio n -M o d u le  may also apply to 
In /O u t-F e e d e r .
4.2.2.8 In-Feed and Out-Feed Attributes
Because of the impact of the inheritance within the Gen-Spec structures, In -F e e d  
and O u t-F e e d  Class-&-Objects inherit the A d d r e s s , R e a d y in , and R e a d y o u t  
attributes from the upper objects. A d d  attribute in the both Class-&-Objects refer 
to the address of the in-feeder and out-feeder in each MM. Attributes In F e e d  and 
O u tF e e d  indicate the state of the in-feeder and out-feeder whether it is feeding or 






Figure 4.11: In-Feed and Out-Feed
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4 .2 . 2.9  PAM-Table Attributes
F re q u e n c y  and R a d iu s  are two attributes of the P A M -T a b le  Class-&-Object. The 
A d d r e s s  attribute in M M  may also apply to P A M -T a b le . F re q u e n c y  indicates the 
number of rotations of the PAM table per second and R a d iu s  specifies the radius 







Figure 4.12: PAM-Table Class-&-Object -Attribute layer
4.2.2.10. Actuator Attributes
A c tu a to r s  are the main active elements of the PAM system. This Class-&-Object 
has five attributes: A d d r e s s , S ta te  1 , S ta te 2 , S ta te 3 , and S ta te 4  as shown in Figure 
4.13. The four states are U n o c c u p ie d  N o tE n e rg is e d , U n o c c u p ie d  E n e r g is e d , 
O c c u p ie d  N o tE n e rg is e d , and O c c u p ie d  E n e r g is e d  by the I tem s. The E n e r g is e d  









F igu re  4 .13: A c tu a to r C lass-& -O bjec t -A ttribu te  layer
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4.2.2.11. Item Attributes
There are seven attributes in this Class-&-Object including I te m N o ., A r e a , 
P o s itio n , O r ie n ta tio n , T r a ff ic M a n a g e m e n t T ra n s la tio n , R o ta tio n  and S ta tio n a r y  
Item .
Figure 4.14: Item Class-&-Object -Attribute layer
The I tem N o . attribute indicates the number of items on the PAM table. Attribute 
A r e a  defines the area of the bottom surface of the physical item. The P o s it io n  
and O rie n ta tio n  are used to specify the location and direction of the item on the 
PAM table. Three other Attributes indicate whether the item is in translation, 
rotation or stationary state. The TrafficManagement attribute is used to indicate 
whether the Item is in imminent collision state or not. Collisions may happen 
when there is an intersection between the windows of two different items.
4.2.2.12 Energiser Attributes
In order to excite the solenoid actuator, the principle of Pulse Wide Modulation 
(PWM) is used to control the current passing through the armature. The basic 
task to produce a desired (sinusoidal /triangular) PWM waveform is to generate 
the proper bit pattern. Moreover, as the direction of an item on the PAM table is 
a function of the phase of the bit pattern, the phase of the PWM waveform 
energising the solenoid actuator must be controlled. Figure 4.15 illustrates the 
E n e r g is e r  Class-&-Object with its Attributes.
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Figure 4.15: Class-&-Object Energiser -Attribute layer
The attribute P h a s e  determines the phase angle by which the item translates in a 
desired direction. The attribute S h a p e  also specifies whether the waveform is 
sinusoidal or triangular. According to Yourdon [You91a], even though Whole- 
part Structure does not express generalisation-specialisation (nor inheritance), it 
is true that certain attributes, which apply to the whole, may apply to the parts. 
For example, A d d r e s s  in M a n ip u la tio n -M o d u le  may apply to E n e rg ise r .
4.2.2.13 Control-Hardware Attributes
The PWM signal is fed into the C o n tr o l-H a r d w a re  to drive the actuators. This 
Class-&-Object, accommodating the hardware used to drive the actuators, is an 
interface between software objects and physical objects.
4.2.3. Structure of PAM Model
The term "structure" is used as an overall term, describing both Generalisation- 
Specialisation (Gen-Spec) structure and Whole-Part/Assembly structure. 
Definition and notations of structures are discussed in Appendix A. The 
structure of PAM, based on the objects defined in Section 3.4.2, is illustrated in 
Figure 4.16.
4.2.4. Services of Objects
The next step is to define the services (operations) of objects. Defining Services 
is the most important step in a system analysis. Since the analyst should provide
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a detailed description of processing and sequencing requirements of a system, a 
set of services (operations) must be defined in order to manipulate the states of 
the Class-&-Object within a system defined by attributes. To define precise 
services (operations) of a Class-&-Object, it is vital to identify the object states 
and attributes.
In OOA, the term "service" is defined by Coad & Yourdon as: "a specific 
behaviour that an object is responsible to exhibit."
In Object Modelling Technique, an "operation" is defined as: "a function or 
transformation that may be applied to or by objects in a class" [Rum91]. All the 
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Figure 4.16: PAM System-Class-&-Object, Structure, Service layers
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Each operation has a target object as an implicit argument [Rum91]. This means 
that an Operation influences the objects of its Class. The service layer of the 
PAM system is depicted in Figure 4.16. The triangle and semi-circle symbols 
refer to Gen-Spec and Whole-Part structure respectively. In this diagram, all the 
important Operations of different Class-&-Objects are listed in the third part of 
the object notations. The individual Operations will be defined in the Functional 
Model. As it is simpler to map out the relation between different operations and 
functions of the objects, all the Class-&-Objects can be combined to map the 
links between different objects. A link indicates that one object needs another 
object to fulfil its responsibilities [You91a]. The PAM-Table, for example, 
requires a link to the Energiser. Such a link is required because the Energiser 
needs to know the status of the PAM-Table in order to synchronise its operation 
with it. An Item needs to know the topology of the current PAM-Table which it 
is located on, in order to generate the best trajectory toward its final destination.
4.3. Dynamic Model
The object model provides information on the structure of the objects in a system 
and their relationships at an instant of time. The behaviour of the objects and 
their interactions over time are represented by the dynamic model. Behaviour is 
fundamental to object systems, as the purpose of a system is to exhibit behaviour 
and the behaviour of the whole system emerges from a scenario of the interaction 
of all its objects [Cok91]. For a given class, the pattern of events (which 
represent external stimuli) and transition of states (indicating the values of 
objects) are particularly specified by this type of model. This is equivalent to the 
Control structure of a system. Moreover, flow of control, interaction and 
sequencing of operations in a system of concurrently-active objects are concepts 
which are described in a dynamic model. Cook [Cok91] has compared active
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and passive object as. Active objects exhibit autonomous and concurrent 
behaviour, whereas passive objects, simply respond to invocations."
4.3.1. Events and States
Dynamic models are represented by state-diagrams which relate events and 
states. Each state diagram describes the behaviour of a single class of objects. 
The collection of the state diagrams in a system interact with each other via 
shared events. A stimulus from one object to another is an event. Each event 
transmits information from one object to another. The resultant state of an object 
in response to an event depends on the state of that object prior to that point.
Preparing a scenario, which is merely a sequence of events, is necessary in order 
to develop a state diagram. A state is an abstraction of the attribute values and 
links of an object. Every change in attribute values reflects a change in state. A 
state corresponds to the interval between two events received by an object.
4.3.2. State Diagrams
A state diagram is a network of states and events, just as an object diagram is a 
network of classes and relationships. The behaviour of an object of a given class 
is described by a state diagram. When an event is received, the next state 
depends on the current state as well as the event. A change of state caused by an 
event is called transition. The pattern of events, states and state transitions for a 
given class can be abstracted and represented as a state diagram. The dynamic 
model consists of multiple state diagrams, one state diagram for each class with 
important dynamic behaviour, which as a whole demonstrates the pattern of 
activity for an entire system [Rum91]. In this thesis, the State Transition 
Diagram (STD) [You89] is used as the graphical notation for the dynamic model.








Figure 4.17: State Diagram for the Object 2
A state diagram is a graph whose nodes are states and its directed lines are 
tr a n s itio n s  labelled by e v e n t names. Figure 4.17 is an example of a state diagram.
4.3.3. Concurrency
A dynamic model describes a set of concurrent objects, each with its own state 
and state diagram [Rum91]. Thus it is possible to state that concurrent object- 
oriented modelling, in which the system to be modelled is represented by a 
collection of concurrently executable objects and interactions among the system 
components represented by message passing, is a powerful modelling/design 
methodology that exploits parallelism [Yon87]. The OMT methodology suggests 
three different sources of concurrency within the object model.
The first is the aggregation of objects which corresponds to the combined states 
of all the object state diagrams. The Aggregation is the ¿¿-relationship. The 
aggregate state is one state from the first diagram, a n d  another state from the 
second diagram. Assuming that an object has different states with each state 
having several substates, the object will not operate properly until the transitions 
of substates are in parallel. Ig n itio n , T ra n sm iss io n  and B ra k e , in a car, are three 
states for which their transitions should be in parallel. The state of Ig n itio n  does 
not undergo transition unless the state of T ra n sm iss io n  is in neutral.
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The second source is concurrency within an object. Concurrency within the state 
of a single object arises when the object can be partitioned into subsets of 
attributes or links, each of which has its own subdiagram [Rum91].
Concurrent behaviour of an object is the third source of concurrency. Sometimes 
one object must perform two or more activities concurrently. This means that the 
object should complete its parallel activities before progressing to the next state. 
Figure 4.18 shows an example of concurrent behaviour of an object (engine). 
For example, an engine will not operate unless it meets several concurrent states. 
Fuel and spark should be concurrently ready in order to start up the engine.
Figure 4.18: Concurrent Behaviour of an Object '
In this example, states F u e l & S p a rk  must be, concurrently, active prior to 
transition to the next state (O p e ra tin g  E n g in e).
4.3.4. Dynamic Model of PAM
As mentioned earlier, the dynamic model is based on a sequence of events and 
states that occur during one particular execution of the system. This sequence of 
events is referred to as a scenario. Before representing a scenario and defining 
all the states and transitions, it is necessary to explain the concept of the 
"window" in the PAM system. An I te m  under the supervision of the V is io n ­
S y s te m  is processed in real-time. As the result the I tem 's  location and the 
A c tu a to r s  covered by I te m  are known. In addition, there are A c tu a to r s  which are
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not completely covered by I tem . After each frame grabbed, an adaptive window 
is defined for all I te m s  by V is io n -S y s te m  to prevent collision of different I te m s , 
and to improve the reliability of the traffic control. It is possible to compare this 
window with a bumper in a car which has a safety role. Since all the A c tu a to r  
within this window are supposed to be energised to manipulate I tem  (no matter if 
they are covered by an I te m  or not), this "actuation window" behaves as a super­
actuator to translate an I tem . The definition of a window may be formalised as 
below:
W = { \ / a ij\ i , j e  In tegers, iY- n < i  < i 2 + n ,  j l - n <  j <  j 2 + n }  (1)
in which
atj is an a c tu a to r  within the window
i\ is the row address of the upper most a c tu a to r  covered by Item . 
i2 is the row address of the lowest a c tu a to r  covered by I tem , 
f  is the column address of the most left a c tu a to r  covered by I tem . 
j 2 is the column address of the most right a c tu a to r  covered by Item , 
n is the number of extra rows and columns of a c tu a to r s  specified by the user for 
the window.
The concept and advantages of this actuation window will be discussed further in 
the next chapter. Figure 4.19 illustrates an item within its associated window 
which contains two extra rows and columns of a c tu a to r s  (n=2).
Figure 4.19: An Item and its Associated Window
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Actuation is the major activity of PAM and hence, it is important to study 
different states of Actuator Class-&-Object. The actuators within the actuation 
window, no matter whether covered by an Item or not, will be in one of four 
different object states illustrated in Figure 4.20.
Figure 4.20: Actuator State Transition Diagram
The Transitions labelled 1 to 7 are defined in Figure 4.21:
Transition 1 The Actuator is going to be in the window.
Transition 2 The Actuator is going to be out of the window.
Transition 3 The Actuator is going to be occupied by the Item.
Transition 4 The Actuator is going to be unoccupied but it is still in the window. 
Transition 5 Translation or Rotation is required instead of Stationary Item. 
Transition 6 Stationary Item is required instead of Translation or Rotation. 
Transition 7 The Actuator is going to be unoccupied.
Figure 4.21: States and Transitions of Actuator Class-&-Object
There are a large number of possible scenarios in PAM according to different 
conditions and situations. As a case study, a simple, but important scenario with 
no imminent collision between different items on PAM is suggested in Figure
4.22. Event, action, and the next state are three important elements that should 
be defined for each state. An event indicates that something has happened. A 
transition between states represents the response to an event, including the next 
state, possible actions and events sent to other objects [Rum91].
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An item enters the PAM table.
A frame is grabbed by the vision system.
The Items Table is updated.
COM:The current position and orientation of the item is computed.
The associated activation window on PAM is defined.
The actuators in the activation window are energised to translate the item.
If item is not in imminent collision state.
The item starts to travel towards its destination.
Else apply collision avoidance algorithm
If the item does not reach its destination go to COM.
The current orientation of the item is computed.
The actuators in the activation window are energised to rotate the item. 
The item reaches its desired orientation.
The item is sent to outlet gate .
The process is terminated.
Figure 4.22: A Typical Scenario for handling a Single Item on PAM
Usually, it is not necessary to develop a state diagram for every object in a 
system. The object Classes with meaningful dynamic behaviour are only 
considered. The state diagram equivalent to this scenario is depicted in Figure
4.23.
P o w e r -O n
Figure 4.23: Item Class-&-Object State Diagram
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In this diagram Input-Item is an event which causes Initial-Condition state 
transits to Translation state. The actions Cal.-Position, Cal-Moving-Direction 
and Enable-Energiser are carried out to calculate the current position of the item 
and the desired direction to excite the actuators with proper phase. This state 
diagram illustrates the states of the most important and active objects within the 
PAM system.
4.4. Functional Model
Functional model describes the operations and actions in the object and Dynamic 
Models. It specifies the nature of an operation, the input required for the 
operation and the output produced as the result. Since the dynamic model 
specifies the Control aspect of the object model, the function model represents 
the computational model of the Control [Rum91].
It can be stated that the functional model is a network of concurrent, 
communicating, asynchronous processes representing the computational aspect 
of the objects and the flow of information among them, with no regard for the 
sequence of operations, decisions, or object structure [You89]. This model is 
identical to the computing architecture offered by Communication Sequential 
Processes [Hoa78]; which has been exploited in the design and development of 
the transputer.
4.4.1. Data Flow Diagram
One of the best tools for representing the functional dependencies of a system is 
Data Flow Diagram (DFD), in which the processes correspond to activities or 
actions in the state diagrams of the objects. The DFD accurately models the 
functions and interactions of a system [Rum91]. Models developed using these
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diagrams have been widely used for visualising and evaluating a proposed 
system [War86].
The standard DFD does not provide information on the control aspects of a 
system and its data transformation. A number of researchers [War86][Gom93] 
have proposed methods to add such extra information to DFD. In OMT, 
although the control information is provided by the dynamic model, more 
information in the functional model may clarify further the behaviour of a 
system.
4.4.2. Functional Model of PAM
Since the functional model describes the operations and actions in the object and 
Dynamic Models, it is possible to claim that it connects the two previous models 
and completes the whole task of modelling a system. In order to present the 
Functional Model of the PAM system, several Data Flow Diagrams (DFD) 
should be drawn to model the computational aspect of the objects and the flow of 
information of each State Diagram of the dynamic system. As an example, the 
DFD for handling one Item without imminent collision is presented in Figure
4.24. It should be mentioned that the DFD does not illustrate the order of the 
data flow within the system. Since the functional model is a network of 
concurrent, communicating, asynchronous processes representing the 
computational aspect of the objects and the flow of information among them, the 
presented DFD is simply multiplied when multiple objects are manipulated by
PAM.
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Figure 4.24: Data Flow Diagram for Handling one Item
The computation represented by this DFD is performed concurrently when more 
than one item is handled. The information available by the item window is used 
to manage the traffic and avoid a possible collision.
4.5. Summary
Object-oriented techniques provide a good conceptual and structural framework 
within which complex systems can be described and implemented. Behaviour 
analysis of a concurrent system in the context of a Programmable Array 
Manipulator has been discussed in this chapter. The approach has been based on 
Object Modelling Technique (OMT). The three models specifying the system 
behaviour including Object Model, Dynamic Model and Functional Model were 
defined for a simple scenario. This study shows that the Class-&-Objects defined
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through this approach reflect clearly the problem domain and responsibilities of a 
system within it. In addition the models match closely the concurrent computing 
architecture offered by transputer. Hence, the analysis conducted based on these 
models can be directly translated into the design criteria for the software and 
hardware of the system.
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OBJECT-ORIENTED DESIGN OF PAM CONTROL
5.1. Introduction
This chapter describes the design and implementation of control for the 
Programmable Array Manipulator (PAM) system based on Object Modelling 
Technique (OMT). Initially a brief introduction of the hardware and software 
used in PAM will be given. Then design and implementation of the object model 
will be discussed. In the course of this discussion, the hardware structure, 
problems and results will be presented. At the end a summary and conclusion 
will be provided.
5.2. Implem entation Environment for PAM
Due to the modular characteristic of PAM, it is necessary to choose a parallel 
computing platform for its control. Such a system will be made up of parallel 
processors for each manipulation module with systematic communication 
between them. The transputer is a good candidate to satisfy such requirements. 
Therefore, in this project, the control of the current 512 trial PAM system has 
been implemented on a network of four transputer modules linked to a PC as the 
host computer. Figure 5.1 shows the transputer network installed in a PC 
computer.
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Figure 5.1: Transputer Network Installed on a PC
The transputer modules used in this network are;
• A Transtech1 TTGF-4 TRAM2 to handle the image processing tasks. This 
module consists of a T805 transputer, 4Mbyte DRAM and 1 Mbyte VRAM.
• A Transtech TTG3 TRAM which is a high resolution graphic system to 
monitor the PAM table. This module consists of a T800 transputer, G300 
Colour Video Controller (CVC), 4Mbyte DRAM, and 2Mbyte VRAM.
• A T800 TRAM which consists of 2Mbyte DRAM for the actuator control 
task.
• A T800 TRAM which consists of 2Mbyte DRAM for traffic control of PAM.
1 TRANSTECH Parallel System Corporation
2 TRAM stands for TRAnsputer Module
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A parallel object-oriented language, parallel C++, is used to implement the 
derived models in previous chapters. Therefore, it is necessary to present a brief 
introduction to the transputer hardware and parallel C++ language.
5.2.1. Introduction to Transputers
The word transputer is derived from TRANSmitter and comPUTER. It is a 
microprocessor made by INMOS Ltd. A transputer is a microcomputer with its 
local memory and links for connection to other transputers. A transputer can be 
used as a single processor or in a network of transputers to provide a high 
performance parallel system. A network of transputers and peripheral 
controllers is easily constructed using point-to-point communication [Inm92]. 
Compared to other microprocessors the transputer has two very special features: 
it has on chip serial links for communication to other transputers, and it has 
hardware support for time sharing.
The transputer is designed to be used as a component in concurrent systems. 
Each transputer has four serial Inmos links. A link consists of two channels 
providing input/output paths. Figure 5.2 illustrates a node of four transputers and 
their communication links.
Figure 5.2: A Node of Four Transputers
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Arbitrary networks of transputers can be constructed simply by connecting their 
links together with ordinary wires. The only limitation is that each processor 
cannot be directly connected to more than four others.
The concept of parallel processing in transputer systems is based on the 
communicating sequential processes. A computing transputer system is a 
collection of concurrently active sequential processes which can only 
communicate with each other over channels. Each process can have any number 
of input and output channels, but these channels stay static in a system and new 
channels cannot be created during run-time [Parc91].
5.2.2. Introduction to Parallel C++
C++ is an object-oriented programming (OOP) language that allows the 
programmer to take advantage of OOP's advanced design methodology and 
labour-saving features. C++ is an upward compatible super set of C that 
provides object-oriented facilities [Str86]. Parallel C from 3L Ltd. is an 
extension of C which supports parallel and distributed processing on a transputer 
network [Parc91]. In this thesis, Parallel C++ [Par+91] which is a combination 
of Parallel C and C++ is used to implement the PAM system. Parallel C++ is a 
practical language for applications in parallel and distributed environment.
In addition to the facilities offered in C, the C++ programming language provides 
a flexible and efficient mechanism for defining new types "classes”. A class is a 
type of a set of objects composed of two parts; private components and public 
components. In other words, a class encapsulates the physical parameters (data) 
and their behaviour (functions) in class definition. An object is an instance of 
some class. The public components of an object are the only interface through 
which the object is manipulated. The class mechanism encourages data hiding 
and enhances modularity. One of the benefits of this encapsulation is that there
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is no risk of using the right function with the wrong data or the wrong function 
with the right data. In the case of private data, the outside world has only access 
to the data of a class via its methods (functions). Masini, et. al. [Mas91] have 
illustrated this idea by Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: Access to Class from Outside World
In other words, the only means of communicating with an object is to use one of 
its methods.
It is also possible to divide a class into two parts; a static part including a set of 
data and a dynamic part including a set of methods manipulating data [Mas91]. 







where the private components might be data and functions that are local to the 
objects of the class. The public components might be data, various constructors
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for initialising an instance (object) of the class, and destructors for cancelling an 
object of that class.
Parallel C from 3L Ltd. provides facilities to support the concurrency features of 
the transputer. The facilities are provided as a set of library functions that allow 
the programmer to specify the definitions communication and synchronisation of 
concurrent processes.
5.3. Object Design
This section will present the general concepts behind mapping from the object 
model to the object design. The object model consisting of object, dynamic and 
functional models present a sound basis for design of individual objects and their 
corresponding dynamic behaviour. A major advantage of an object-oriented 
programming environment is that the individual modules within the system can 
be developed independently. The modules may also be easily re-used with little 
or no modification.
The individual objects derived from a complex system assist the system 
developer to build and design a system at different levels and gradually add 
details to transform the object model to an implementation [Rum91].
There is no doubt that all the objects in the real-world are concurrent. This, 
however, is not true for software objects as the objects allocated to one processor 
cannot be active simultaneously. Therefore, it is important to identify concurrent 
objects in order to map them into either individual SISD (Single Instruction 
Single Data) processors or processes running on a MIMD (Multiple Instruction 
Multiple Data) processor, such as transputer. Logically the objects which are not 
supposed to be active simultaneously can be mapped as a single task on one 
processor. Concurrency can be best identified from dynamic model. The
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concurrent objects receive events at the same time in the state transition diagram 
of dynamic models.
In practice many objects in a system are interdependent. Hence the state 
diagrams of individual objects and events associated with them should be 
developed in order to identify objects which can be implemented on a single task. 
Different tasks might be either executed on the same or different transputers. In 
parallel programming, concurrent tasks are defined as separate modules which 
can also contain parallel threads. This means that threads which are units within 
tasks can be created to execute concurrently on a single transputer.
In a system, such as PAM, where the computation rate is too high for a single 
processor, tasks must be distributed over several processors. It is reasonable to 
assign independent subsystems to separate processors. The communication 
between these processors, on the other hand, conventionally requires a high 
degree of interacting subsystems to be built around these processors.
5.3.1. The Role of Object, Dynamic and Functional Model in Object Design
As the result of object analysis three models are generated for a system; object, 
dynamic and functional models. The combination of these models produces the 
algorithm defining the operations on classes. These models are in fact the 
skeleton of the software which should be fleshed out during the design stage. It 
is obvious that the object model is the main framework around which the design 
is constructed.
The simplest and best approach is to carry the classes from analysis directly into 
design. Therefore, the object can be considered as a process of adding details 
and carrying out implementation. The functional model describes the operations 
that the system must implement. The action and activities of the dynamic model
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and the processes of the functional model should be converted into operations 
attached to classes in the object model. Each operation specified in the 
functional model must be formulated as an algorithm. The dynamic model 
describes how the system responds to external events. The control structure for a 
program is primarily derived from the dynamic model [Rum91].
As the result of this stage, five important active classes of the PAM system with 
their associated operations are defined and implemented using parallel C++. 
These classes are; Vision, Grabber, Ttg3, Item and Actuator. In the rest of this 
chapter, the implementation of these classes will be described in detail.
5.3.2. Development of PAM Classes
It is logical to develop the derived classes in the top to bottom order because of 
the inheritance features of object-oriented programming. After defining the top 
class of a hierarchy structure, the lower classes can inherit the data and member 
functions of the base (parent) class. For PAM, Manipulation Module is the 
highest class in its hierarchy.
To implement a class, a header file should be created to declare data, member 
functions, constructor and destructor of the class. This header file should be 
included in the source code of class implementation. Figure 5.4 shows the 
implementation of a class by creating a header file.
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/ /  V is io n .h :  D e f in it io n  o f  the V is io n  c la ss  
C lass V is io n
/ /  V ision .cp p : Im p lem en tation  o f  the V is io n  c la ss
{ #  in c lu d e  "Vision"
private:
int V is io n ::m em  f u n c l(  )
//P r iv a te  D a ta  D ec la ra tio n {
data
P ublic: }
//P u b lic  D ata int V isio n : :m em  fu n c2 ( )
D ec lara tion { ,
data
//M em b er  F u n ction s
V is io n ( ...) ;  / /C o n s tr u c to r  
~ V is io n ( ...) ;  / /D e s tr u c to r
I;
}
Figure 5.4: Definition and Implementation of the Vision Class
Within the implementation of a class, all the required values for data should be 
assigned by implementing constructor member function. Otherwise, a default 
constructor, generated by C++, automatically allocates memory for data and 
initialise them to zero. As a result, when a new object of a class is created, the 
appropriate constructor will be called. A constructor specifies how a new object 
of a class will be created, that is, the memory allocated and initialised. A 
destructor, as the name indicates, destroys the class object previously created by 
a constructor by clearing values and deallocating the memory.
In the PAM system, the objects; Vision, Grabber, Ttg and Actuator are created, 
statically for every manipulation module. However, the object Item should be 
created, dynamically, according to the number of items detected by the vision 
system. Therefore, it is worth showing how an Item object will be created during 
execution time. This is illustrated in Figure 5.5 in which a new object of a class 
is created by the operator "new".
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if (item > pitm){
printf( "Dynamic object allocation
item%d\n",item);
im = new Item [item]; 
if (!im) {




Figure 5.5: Creating New Objects
In order to identify whether a new Item has entered into the PAM table, the 
number of existing items is compared with the previous number. If the number is 
higher than the previous one, an object will be created for each new Item 
dynamically. Operator "new" creates an object of class Item by allocating sizof 
(Item) bytes in memory (heap). The allocated memory will remain valid until the 
operator "delete" kills it by deallocating its memory, or until the end of the 
execution of the program.
In this work, the classes are designed by using the object models directly. All the 
attributes of a class are mapped to data variables which are necessary in the 
member functions of the class. For example the attribute position of Item class is 





o / /  coord 's o f  ob ject cen tro id
in t ob j_y;
in t o b j_ x l; / /  coord 's o f  ob ject m o st top  le ft
in t o b j_ y l;
in t ob j_ x 2 ; / /  coord 's o f  ob ject m o st b o ttom  right
in t o b j_ y 2 ;
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which allocates the location of the physical item on the PAM table. It is also 
necessary to define some more related variables such as;
in t p ob j_ x ; / /  coord 's o f  p rev iou s ob jec t cen tro id
in t p ob j_ y ;
The algorithm of the member functions are constructed by combining the state 
transition diagrams of the dynamic model and flow diagrams of the functional 
model. The dynamic model of a class is developed by considering the worst 
possible scenario. The derived algorithm for member functions, therefore, 
should respond successfully to all events.
5.3.3. Implementation of Derived Classes
To implement classes, the previous codes are modified to suit the derived 
models. The data and operations needed for any class are defined by a C++ class 
template. To make the previous codes more convenient to suit the traffic control 
strategy, some other changes, such as mapping elements rather than modules are 
applied. In the previous work, an item was manipulated by exciting all the 
actuators (4x4 actuators) in an actuation module covered by the item. This 
meant that all the actuators of that actuation module were excited even if only 
one actuator of a module was covered by an item. This method is not applicable 
for manipulating several items on the PAM table. Therefore it is more practical 
to excite only the actuators which are covered by an item.
The Parallel C++ source codes of the mentioned classes are listed in Appendix C.
5.3.4. Mapping of Classes on Transputer Network
In parallel programming, it is necessary to provide a configuration file to 
configure the network. Therefore, when a program is written and compiled as a 
collection of communicating tasks, it is loaded into the network of transputers by
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using the configuration file. This configuration file which is supplied by user, 
consists of [Parc91]:
• The hardware configuration (Processors and the wires connecting them),
• The names of the compiled tasks,
• The connection between the various tasks' ports, and
• The placement of particular tasks onto particular processors in the physical 
network.
The configuration file provided to configure the network used in PAM is 
provided in Appendix C. Figure 5.6 illustrates the configuration of the applied 
network in the PAM system.
Figure 5.6: A schematic diagram of the Transputer Network
It is important to mention that a transputer network can be easily reconfigured 
to suit a particular application or to improve system performance. Hence a 
transputer network might be used in various types of parallel and distributed 
applications. In general two important factors should be considered in the 
distribution of a set of processes on a network of transputers; computation and 
communication. The tasks should be distributed somehow to minimise the 
communication between processors and balance the computing load.
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As an example, the vision system is a computing intensive task as it should detect 
the locations and orientations of different items in real-time. In addition the 
massive data produced by Grabber class is required by Vision class to analyse a 
frame. Since the communication within a process is faster than between two 
processors, it is preferable to map the Vision and Grabber classes onto a single 
transputer module (TTGF-4).
The current transputer module used in the system cannot handle the image 
processing tasks for more than two items in real-time. The class Ttg which is 
responsible for monitoring the grabbed frame is handled by one transputer 
module (TTG3). The other classes, Item and Actuator are mapped onto another 
transputer module handling the PAM traffic control tasks. The coordinates of the 
detected items by the vision system is passed through the communication link 
between the latter two transputers.
The fourth transputer is used as the root transputer to interface to the host (PC) 
computer. All the communication with the file system on the PC must pass 
through this module. The afserver task is an ordinary MS-DOS executable file 
that runs on the PC. It loads executable files into the transputer and also acts as 
file server, handling I/O requests made by the transputer. The afserver and the 
transputer tasks execute in parallel and communicate via an Inmos link [Inm92].
5.4. Summary
In this chapter, the Parallel C++ and transputer network were introduced. The 
concept of object-oriented design of the PAM system was then discussed. The 
role of the three models developed in the object oriented design of control
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software were also discussed. Within the discussion, the necessary features of 
C++ for this application, such as constructor, destructor and new were explained. 
Finally the distribution of the implemented classes onto the transputer network 
was addressed.
CHAPTFR 6
TRAJECTORY PLANNING IN PAM
6.1. Introduction
In this chapter a new approach and environment for modelling the control 
strategy of the Programmable Array Manipulator (PAM) is presented. Since the 
behaviour of the final model is spatially discrete, the attribute of spatially 
discreted PAM system is added by cellular automata environment. Using this 
approach, a traffic congestion avoidance strategy is presented to manipulate a 
multi-object, multi-destination scenario without any collision. Finally the 
presented strategy is validated through computer simulation.
6.2. Cellular Autom ata
It is essential to introduce the cell space model first. The cell space models are 
the basis of many models developed for real-time systems which can be viewed 
as homogeneous media, with uniform interactive properties and 
compartmentalised into discrete cells. A general two-dimensional cell space 
model with the nearest neighbour interaction may be described as [Tof87]:
CELLS =  {CELL(i, j)\i, j  e Integers} (1)
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For each CELL(i, j), the expression STATE OF(i,j) = SiJ specifies that CF.I I (i 
j) is in state s: j e S .  Let us assume that for each CELL(i, j), the STATE OF(i, j)  
at time t is stJ, and at time t+1 is s 'j. Then
where x is a function called the local or component transition function. In other 
words for each CELL(i, j), its state at time t+1 is a function of the states of its 
nine nearest neighbours at time t [Zei86].
Now let us consider the multi-component models of spatially distributed systems 
with the property of uniformity (or homogeneity). A classical prototype of such 
a model is the cellular automaton which represents both space and time in 
discrete form. The concept of discrete event cellular models comes from 
retaining the discreteness of space but changing to discrete event time flow 
[Zei84].
Toffoli and Margolus [Tof87] have defined cellular automata as "discrete 
dynamic systems whose behaviour is completely specified in terms of a local 
relation, much as is the case for a large class of continuous dynamic systems 
defined by partial differential equations". They have also introduced a cellular 
automata machine as a universe synthesiser or stylised universe. It seems that 
cellular automata have an increasingly important role for spatially-distributed 
dynamic systems.
The subject of cellular automata deals with large collections of interconnected 
finite automata, each finite automaton being thought of as a cell [Cod63]. In this 
approach space is represented by a uniform grid, with each site or cell containing 
several bits of data and time advancing in discrete steps. The laws of the 
universe are expressed by a single recipe through which at each step, each cell 
computes its new state from the state of its close neighbours. Cellular automata
(2)
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provide useful models for many investigations in computer science, in particular 
the study of the evolution of large physical systems. They also constitute a 
general paradigm for parallel computation [Tof87].
6.2.1. The Cellular Automaton Formalism
A cellular automaton arises by placing copies of the same sequential machine at 
each of the lattice points of a two-dimensional array. As all the sequential 
machines are supposed to undergo state transitions in parallel and 
simultaneously, this composition specifies a discrete time system.
A cellular automaton is characterised by specifying three parameters <S,N,T>:
1. A set of states S
2. A neighbourhood N







N ={(0,0),(1,1),(0,1) ,( -U ) ,( -1,0)J(-1,-1), (0,-1), (1,-1), (1,0)}
Figure 6.1: Cellular Automation
A cell, with state set S, is located at each square of the system shown in Figure
6.1. The neighbours of a cell located at square (i, j) are simply determined from
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the neighbourhood N which is in fact a finite ordered set of integer pairs. The 
neighbours of this cell are located at the squares obtained by adding (i, j) to each 
pair of N (vector addition).
In brief, the cellular automaton cell space is one in which each cell updates its 
state at each time step. The updating is performed simultaneously and 
independently by the cells. To obtain the information necessary for computing 
its next state, a cell interrogates the cells in its neighbourhood.
6.3. PAM  Traffic Control Using Cell Space Model
In order to apply Cell Space model in PAM traffic control system, it is assumed 
that the size of an item on the PAM table is smaller than the size of a solenoid 
tile. Since it is possible to move an item in any direction, the state of any cell 
will be specified by three parameters S, a  and 9 ;
where
S indicates the state of the cell 
o  indicates the time left 
9 indicates the direction of the motion.
Initially the motion of a single item on PAM is expressed. The item is able to 
move in any desirable direction at a speed of one square per Move-Time seconds. 
Every cell has two states, one to indicate the presence of an item and the other its 
absence; hence S={0,1}. The presence indicator "1" is an active state. When a 
cell is in total state (1,0 ,9 ), it is scheduled to pass an item in the direction of 9 in
a  time units.
To force an item to move, a cell must be in state 1 to cause its adjacent 
neighbours (depends on the motion direction) to enter state 1 after staying in this
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state for M o v e -T im e  seconds. Therefore for the neighbourhood N, only the two 
integer pairs {(0,0), (k, 1)} where (k, 1) is the coordinate of the next cell according 
to the motion direction are required. Adding (i, j) to each of the two integer pair 
we obtain {(/,;),(i +  k , j  +  l)} the coordinates of the cell at (i, j) and its proper 
neighbour.
The transition function can be expressed as follows: ,
S e t  y o u r  o w n  s e q u e n tia l  s ta te  to  0  a n d  p a s s iv a te  ( s e t  y o u r  o w n  tim e-  
le f t  to  oo ). S e t n e x t n e ig h b o u r  s ta te  to  1 a n d  sc h e d u le  a  tra n s itio n  
e v e n t  th e r e  in M o v e -T im e  ( s e t  n e ig h b o u r 's  tim e - le f t  to  M o v e -T im e ) 
a n d  a  d ir e c t io n  in d ic a to r .
The above model does not specify what happens in the case of collisions when 
two or more objects want to move into the same cell. Figure 6.2 illustrates the 







Figure 6.2: Illustrating traffic next event cell space model.
The state set S={ 0,1} represents absence and presence of an item. The set of 
neighbourhood N contains all the possible neighbours of the centre cell to allow 
the possibility of an item to move in any direction. If desired direction is blocked
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by another item, it is possible to choose another cell to move. But a strategy 
should be defined for this manoeuvre to avoid collision.
The transition function T for one cell can be expressed as follows:
Find the first unoccupied and proper neighbour cell (by defined 
strategy). Set this cell to state 1 and schedule a transition event there 
in Move-Time. Set your state to 0 and passivate and leave all other 
cells unaffected ( let their sequential states remain unchanged and 
subtract your time-left o* from theirs). I f  no unoccupied neighbour 
exists, reschedule yourself in time Check_Again_Time and leave all 
other cells unaffected.
An initial global state in this model consists of placing a finite set of cells in 
sequential state 1 with a time_left a  between 0 and Move_Time with the desired 
direction. All other cells are set to the passive (0, °o) state. The result would be 
the motion of the items in desired directions by avoiding collision. At this stage, 
it is most important to define a strategy that selects a cell in the case of an 
imminent collision.
In reality, the size of a PAM item covers more than one cell (actuator tile). Thus 
it is not possible to apply the above mentioned model without some 
modification. As the result, the concept of the window introduced earlier is 
necessary. This window is analogous to a bumper on a car for preventing 
damage in the case of an accident. All the actuators (cells) within this window 
are supposed to be activated in order to manipulate the item (no matter if it 
covers them or not). This "actuation window" behaves as a unit or a "big" 
actuator (cell) to translate an item. Therefore, the concept of neighbourhood will 
be different. Let us assume that the coordinates of the cells in a window are
Windowcells = {VC  ̂ I lx<i< I2, Jx< j  < / 2} (3)
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In which C, are the cells within the window. Then the coordinate of the next 
cells according to the motion direction will be
N ex tce lls  =  { \ /C ij I Ix+l c < i <  I2 +  k,  J x+ l  < j < J 2 + l } (4)
In which k  and / are the coordinate of the next cells according to the motion 
direction. For example if an item is forced to move in a diagonal direction, after 
one step, the coordinates of the cells within the window will be increased or 
decreased in both i and j .  In other words, if an item is travelling in a diagonal 
direction, the coordinates of both horizontal (row) and vertical (column) 
boundary cells of the associated window will be affected. To force the item to 
move, all the cells must be arranged in state 1 to cause its proper adjacent 
neighbours (depends on the motion direction) to enter state 1 after staying in this 
state for M o v e -T im e  seconds. Therefore, for the neighbourhood N, it is only 
required to compute next cells from (4).
The above model does not specify what happens in the case of collision when 
two or more items move into the same cell during their travel. Figure 6.3 
illustrates the motion of two items, A and B, with two different destinations but 
as depicted, they would collide if no proper collision prevention strategy is 
applied.
Figure 6.3: Illustrating traffic next event cell space model.
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6.4. Traffic Control Strategy in PAM
The main characteristic of the Programmable Array Manipulator is the ability to 
drive multiple items to different directions in real-time. Therefore, it is necessary 
to have a proper traffic control strategy for the items. It is important to predict 
any imminent collision between items in order to redirect their trajectories.
6.4.1. Prediction of Imminent Collision
The concept behind the approach is presented through an example. Assume that 
items A and B will move in a diagonal path as shown in Figure 6.3. In order to 
specify and formalise the conditions of collision of the two items, the location of 
every item is defined by the coordinates of the left uppermost and right 
lowermost cells in its window. For example, locations of items A and B, at the 
start of the motion, are defined by
Object A = (ahh, akh ) = (a00, a22) 1
ObjectB = (bkih ,bkih) = (b10 ,b92)
The condition of the collision or intersection of the cells in the two windows can 
be defined by the following relationships:
Let us k{ -  i2 - 1  = a
and K - h -  i= P (6)
Then if a x p < 0
A cells f] B cells = 0 (7)
Else A cells D B cells ^ 0 (8)
In these relationships,"«" is the number of rows. If it is negative, it represents 
the common rows between the two windows otherwise it provides the distance 
between the two windows in terms of the number of cell rows. The parameter p
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provides similar information for the columns. The item with index "1" is the 
closest item to the origin.
The product of a and p determines whether the windows are colliding or not. A 
positive result is the number of intersecting cells between the two windows. The 
use of this algorithm speeds up the task of finding possible colliding items in the 
image processing algorithms.
Figure 6.4: Illustrating traffic next event cell space model.
As an example, Figure 6.4 depicts two item windows A and B intersecting in two 
cells
a  = fc1- / 2- l  = 4 -  4 -  l = - l
(3 = /j — 72 —1 = 3 — 4 — 1 = —2 (9)
a x p = (-1) x (-2) = +2
Since these intersecting cells are located in two columns and one row, it is better 
to select item B and redirect it horizontally to the right (maintain its destination) 
until the number of intersecting cells is reduced. When the non-collision 
condition is met (a x p < 0) the other items can continue their motion towards the
destination.
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An initial global state in this model consists of setting a finite set of cells in 
sequential state 1 with a time__left o  between 0 and M o v e _ T im e  to the desired 
direction; and the remaining cells to passive (0,«,) state. Using the presented 
prediction, the result of cell space model simulation would be the motion of 
items in desired directions by avoiding collision.
It is worth noting that the values of a and (3 can be also used to navigate items. 
For the previous example;
a  = -1  and (3 = -2
It is possible to conclude that to reduce the number of intersecting cells, the item 
should be moved. Then a new trajectory should be assigned to each item to 
reach its destination. This method, however, cannot be easily applied to complex 
situations, where a large number of items are manipulated on PAM.
6.4.2. Traffic Congestion Strategy Avoidance
In order to avoid a collision, the following algorithm is developed to redirect 
items to a different set of trajectories. An item can continue its motion from a 
cell in eight different directions. Figure 6.5 shows these directions and the 
indexes assigned to them.
Figure 6.5: Different Directions of Translation and Associated Numbers
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In case of an imminent collision, a new direction index for the item is simply 
found by decrementing the previous direction index. This trajectory correction 
continues until the collision is avoided. Table 6.1 shows this procedure for an 
individual item. f
1. Find proper direction towards destination.
2. Translate item.
3. Stop item if it is reached its destination.
4. If there is no imminent collision continue 
from 1.
5 Decrement the previous direction.
6. Go to 2.
Table 6.1: Traffic Congestion Avoidance Algorithm
The border of the PAM table can be considered as a dummy item where other 
items should avoid coinciding with it. In order to illustrate this trajectory 
planning strategy step by step, a scenario with two items moving towards their 
destinations is illustrated in Figure 6.6.
□
D e s t in a t io n
my
□
I m m in e n t  C o l l i s i o n
o
D e s t in a t io n
l /  ____________________
D e s t in a t io n
m ^□
o
D e s t in a t io n
Figure 6.6: Trajectory Planning to Avoid Collision
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The rectangle around each item shows the windows of the items. It is clear that 
after the first imminent collision, the items change their motion direction from 7 
& 1 to 6 & 0. Since the possibility of the collision still exists, the directions of 
the items are changed once more from 6 & 0 to 5 & 7. The items will still 
continue their motion towards their destinations. This strategy can be applied to 
as many items on the PAM table as possible.
6.5. Summary
A trajectory generation algorithm for collision avoidance on PAM has been 
developed in this chapter. This algorithm can be applied to any similar spatially 
distributed system. The proposed strategy is independent from the characteristics 
of an item and is very appropriate for object-oriented implementation.
The advantages of this algorithm can be listed as follow;
• It is generic and can be applied to similar complex situations in other 
applications
• It is dynamic and autonomous
• It will prevent jamming problems occurring.
• It is independent from the directions of the other items. This means that 
items do not need to communicate with each other.
V H A  P T F R  7
VALIDATION OF MODELS
7.1. Introduction
In this chapter the models developed in this work for the drive of PAM and 
control of items manipulated on it will be verified. This is achieved by computer 
simulation, experimental work and visualization of the operation of the 
developed software.
Initially the models developed for PAM mechanism will be simulated using 
SIMNON [Sim90]. Then, the parallel object-oriented model designed for the 
control of items on PAM will be verified. It will be demonstrated that the 
parallel object-oriented software developed for the PAM can manipulate any 
number of items without collision.
7.2. Computer Simulation of Drive Model
In this section, the simulation results of the developed model will be illustrated 
and described in three parts. First, the model of the actuators will be simulated. 
Then the simulation of PAM table without the actuator vibration will be 
presented. Finally, the interaction of the actuators and PAM table which is the 
operation of the whole PAM system will be simulated. The simulation is
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conducted on SIMNON [Sim90], a simulation package developed by SSPA 
Systems. There is a complete list of the source codes of simulation programs in 
Appendix D.
7.2.1. Simulation of the Actuators
As it was discussed, in chapter 3, the mechanical and electrical model of the 
actuators are:
( A mu s + ° m a s s ) ^ -  +  B ^ + ( K  + k b'>X = F A
0 < x < air gap
(i)
e(t) = Ri(t) + 9 di
(10554.3* + 20.17) dt ~ K t )
95830.68 dx
(10554.3*+ 20.17)2 dt (2)
-47494.26/2 
(10554.3* + 20.17)2 (3)
Using these equations, it is possible to simulate the dynamic behaviour of a 
single actuator consisting of a solenoid, associated springs and the mass of the 
manipulated item. In the course of the simulation, the mass of the item on each 
actuator is assumed to be 100 grams. It is preferable to illustrate the response of 
the solenoid armature to a sinusoidal or triangular waveform.
Figure 7.1 represents the armature response to a triwave excitation input voltage. 
It can be seen that the armature follows the input voltage with a time delay of 
approximately 0.01 seconds. There is also an initial transient that lasts 0.17 
seconds after which the oscillation of the solenoid armature maintains a constant 
peak to peak amplitude. The position of armature at point zero means that it is 
located at its pre-tuned air-gap. In the simulation, the armature stops after 
travelling 2.2 mm (Figure 7.1(A)). In practice, however, this stop occurs after
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0.6 mm travel. In order to incorporate this compulsory stop of the armature in 
the simulations, its response is clipped at point 0.6 mm as shown in Figure 
7.1(B). The armature does not impart any more force to the item at this stop 
point.
Figure 7.1: Actuator Response to a Triwave Excitation Input Voltage
7.2.2. Simulation of the PAM Table
The results obtained from the simulation of PAM table model ignoring the effect 
of the actuator acceleration are similar to the behaviour of an item on the 36- 
element and 512-element PAM, without energising the actuators. In this 
condition, the item has no major translation and remains stationary in its position 
regardless of the PAM horizontal vibration. It only translates on the circle path 
caused by the horizontal vibration of the PAM table. The radius of the circle 
path is a fraction of the radius vibration of the table. This fraction relates to the 
amount of "Z?/m" described in section 3.4.2. The path of an item under the effect 
of the horizontal vibration is shown in Figure 7.2. The item is initially at point 
(0,0). It is clear that the path of the motion follows the vibratory (curvilinear
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translation) motion of the PAM, after a transient period. The magnitude of the 
translation is a fraction of the radius of the vibratory motion which is 0.5 mm.
Figure 7.2: Item Path with no Excitation of Actuators in 3 Seconds
Figure 7.3 shows the magnitude and the phase of the velocity of the item in this 
condition. The magnitude of the velocity is constant after transient period and 
the phase varies sinusoidally due to the sinusoidal velocity of the vibratory 
curvilinear translation of the PAM plate.
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(m/s)
Figure 7.3: Item Velocity with no Excitation of Actuators
7.2.3. Simulation of the Whole PAM System
In order to simulate the model affected by the actuator vertical vibration, the 
previous dynamic model of the actuator was taken into account. The variation of 
the viscous damping was calculated by multiplying the acceleration of the 
armature by a constant. According to the simulation results, the path of the 
motion of an item, in the X-Y plane, is not a straight line but a curved path. This 
is compatible with the behaviour of an item on PAM for 36 and 512 elements 
trial PAM at different excitation phases.
Figure 7.4 shows the path of an item under both horizontal and vertical vibration 
of the PAM for a period of 10 seconds after starting from point (0,0) at phase 
values of 0, 90, 180 and 270.
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Figure 7.4: Item Path in 10 Seconds for Different Phases
Figure 7.5: Item Path for different Constant Value
By changing the value of the constant which maps the actuator force to dynamic 
viscous damping, it is possible to achieve different directions and range of 
translation. The trajectories shown in Figure 7.4 are the result of simulation by a 
constant value of (0.005). The item path for a constant value of 0.003 is depicted 
in Figure 7.5. It is clear from this diagram that the direction and range of
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translation are changed. The curved trajectory is not an ideal path for an item in 
a physical system. It is , however, unavoidable with the present design of the 
systems. Figure 7.6 shows the magnitude and phase of the velocity of an item 
for a period of 10 seconds. The mean of the magnitude, after the transient time, 
is constant while phase changes about 50 degrees in 10 seconds. This is the main 
reason for the curved path of an item on the PAM table.
Figure 7.6 Item Velocity with Excitation of Actuators
7.3. Simulation of Collision Avoidance Algorithm
A computer simulation of avoidance traffic congestion strategy was performed to 
investigate its feasibility. The scenario designed for the simulation is shown in 
Figure 7.7. Two items with two different destinations are expected to move to 
different destinations on PAM, without any collision. The initial trajectories 
proposed for the items, however, will cause a collision. Hence the trajectories 
should be modified. The source code of the simulation program is provided in 
Appendix B.
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Figure 7.7: Collision Avoidance Scenario for Two Items
In this simulation program, the concept of dynamic window and collision 
avoidance algorithms have been applied to detect any intersection between the 
two windows.
The result of the simulation is given in Figure 7.8 by two diagrams illustrating 
the components of the trajectories of the items on x and y axes. The avoidance 
collision strategy looks for any possible intersection between the windows. It 
then modifies the trajectories if a collision is detected. In a normal situation (no 
imminent collision), any item will work out its path independently towards its 
destination. The simulation results have successfully demonstrated the theoretical 
concepts developed.
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Figure 7.8: Simulation Result of Manipulating two Items without Collision
It is important to note that the collision takes place when the coordinates of two 
items are identical at one instant of time.
7.4. Item Traffic Control
The software written in parallel C++, given in Appendix C, is developed to 
manipulate items on PAM. Since items can randomly enter or leave PAM table, 
the program creates, dynamically, an object corresponding to an entering item 
and destroys the object after the item has left. The program also provides 
collision avoidance. To demonstrate the designed and developed software, 10 
items were located on the PAM table. The vision system after detecting and 
obtaining the location of all items, sends a message to I tem  class in order to 
create 10 item objects. Each created object, individually, is responsible for 
manipulating the corresponding item until it reaches the desired destination and 
orientation. The concurrent behaviour of the executed program is shown in
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Figure 7.9. The motion of the items is not synchronous as it might appear from 
the diagram.
Figure 7.9: Concurrent Behaviour of the Developed Program
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Due to the shortcomings of the existing frame grabber and image processing 
approach, the locations of more than one item cannot be obtained in real-time. In 
order to find only one item, there is no need to scan the whole grabbed image 
after an item is found. However in the case of expecting more than one item, it is 
essential to scan the whole grabbed frame to obtain the location of all possible 
items. Figure 7.10 shows the time needed to obtain the location of up to five 
items for 20 iterations of the program. In each iteration the locations of all the 
five items are obtained. Referring to the illustrated results (Figure 7.10), the time 
required to detect one item is nearly the same as five items. Therefore it is 
possible to state that the major part of the required time is related to scanning the 




—♦ - -O n e  Item
-T w o  Items
—A— Three Items
—X - -F o u r  Items
—X - -  Five Items
Figure 7.10: Time Consumed to calculate the image processing for 20 Iterations
According to the data obtained from the execution of the program for different 
number of items, 1.63 seconds is required to obtain the location of an item when 
there is only one item on the PAM table while other items are expected. Table
7.1 shows the time required to obtain the location of items on PAM table.
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O n e Item T w o  Item s T h ree Item s F our Item s F iv e  Item s
S in g le -I te m 0 .1 7  S ec . N A N A N A N A
M u ltip le -I te m 1 .63  S e c . 1 .73  S ec . 1 .8 4  S ec . 1 .95  S ec . 2 .0 6  S ec .
Table 7.1: Time required to Calculate the Position of Multiple-Item
It is seen from this table that the time required for one item using the single-item 
approach is about 0.17 second which is quite acceptable for a real-time system. 
In multiple-item approach, however, the minimum required time is about 1.63 
seconds which is far more than acceptable . It can be concluded that the time 
required for obtaining the position of items in the multiple-item approach can be 
approximated by the following formula;
r  «1.53 + 0.1/1 (Sec.) (1)
in which "n" is the number of items manipulated on PAM table. In order to 
manipulate items in real-time, this time should be reduced to a fraction of a 
second.
Because of the above mentioned problem, the experiment is not carried out in 
real-time. The scenario is that two items are expected to move towards the initial 
location of the other item without collision. It is important to mention that a 
problem associated with the vision system appeared during the experimental task. 
The vision system scans, line by line, the grabbed frame to detect items. The 
most top left item will be detected first, and the vision system indicates the 
detected item as, for example, item 1 and so on. When items move around the 
PAM table, another item might be located in the most top left location which will 
be detected first. Therefore, it is important to be aware of this problem and re­
index the Item objects according to their first indication.
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Figure 7.11: Implementation of Manipulating Items on the 512 Elements PAM
Figure 7.11 illustrates the manipulation of these items step by step using 6 
grabbed frames. The items A and B start moving towards their predefined 
destinations (directions 7 & 3). Frame 3 shows that the items are in an imminent 
collision status. By using the collision avoidance algorithm, their direction 
indexes are changed from 7 & 3 to 6 & 2 to avoid collision. After changing the
Frame 1 Frame 2
Frame 3 Frame 4
frame 5 frame 6
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status from imminent collision to non-imminent collision, the items redirect 
themselves towards their destinations (directions 0 & 4). This strategy continues 
until the items reach their destinations.
7.4.1. Multiple Manipulation Modules
The experiment presented in the previous section was conducted based on one 
Manipulation Module (MM) as the existing hardware consists of only one 
manipulation module. Nevertheless, it is not difficult to control the items over 
multiple MM's.
In a predefined system, the MM  objects (instance of the MM class) should be 
created before the execution of the program. To handle multiple MM's, it is 
necessary to define the topology of the whole system. This requires the location 
of each MM and whether it is an input or output module to be defined. 
Furthermore, the position of the input and output gates of the whole PAM system 
should be determined to make the task of image processing easier. It will be only 
necessary then to check the inlet and outlet gates for any entering or exiting item 
in order to create or delete the Item object.
In order to illustrate the ability of the developed system to handle multiple MM's, 
a scenario in conjunction with the operation of the developed software is 
presented. It is assumed that the PAM system consists of five MM's as shown in 
Figure 7.12. The overall system has one inlet and three outlet gates.
The first step in execution of the control strategy is to create five objects of MM 
class statically. All these objects are permanent objects, as they are created once 
the program is executed.
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Figure 7.12: A Multiple Manipulation Module Application
Then, the attributes of each MM is defined. According to the definition made in 
section 4.3.2.1, the attributes of MM's used in this scenario can be listed as Table
Address Configuration Input/Output
MM1 [0, 0, 0, 0, 1,0, 0, 0] Input
MM2 [1 ,0 , 0, 1, 1, 1,0, 0]
MM3 [1 ,0 , 1 ,0 , 0, 0, 1,0] Output
MM4 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1] Output
MM5 [0, 1, 1 ,0 , 0, 0, 0, 0] Output
Table 7.2: Attributes of Manipulation Modules
The configuration of each MM indicates its neighbours. For example, the 
configuration of MM1 ([0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0]) indicates that there is one 
neighbouring MM  to the West of MM1. The "Input" attribute of MM1 also 
indicates that items enter into this module. Hence the location of the input feeder 
should be defined in order to enable the vision system to detect items entering 
from that location. This configuration also helps each MM know of the input
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items from other MMs. The MM2, for example, expects to receive items from 
its Eastern side through MM1.
Another benefit of the configuration is that the overall size and shape of the PAM 
table would be defined. This will enable the control software to have a priori 
information about the physical attributes of PAM. If the calculated direction of 
the motion guides the item out of the PAM table, the direction should be 
corrected by redirecting the item to the neighbour of the current MM.
For each MM object, other objects, such as Vision, TTG3, Actuator should be 
created statically. The exception is the object Item which is created and deleted 
dynamically as an item enters into a MM or exits from it. For example, when a 
physical item enters on MM1, an Item object will be created. This Item will exist 
whilst it is on MM1. When the item leaves this MM, the Item object will be 
deleted and at the same time another Item object for that physical item will be 
created for MM2. Therefore, there is only one Item object for each physical item, 
no matter in which MM it is located. From the above description it is clear that 
the operation of the developed control system is identical for a PAM system with 
one MM or multiple MM's. Figure 7.13 illustrates the flow of concurrent 
executing code for the multiple manipulation module PAM system.
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// Pseudo code for the multiple manipulation module PAM system.
Class MMs (MM1, MM2 ........ MMn);
Initialise MMs;















Send Item location to 
Item




Send Command Data 
to the Mapped 
Solenoids
»
Item( 1 ) Item( 2 ) Itemi..) Itemin)
Find Trajectory Path
IF (Collision with other 
Items)
Use Collision Avoidance 
Algorithm
Map Actuators in Window 
Move Item(2)
IF (Out of MM2)
Delete Item(2)
Figure 7.13: Multiple Manipulation Module Pseudo Code
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7.5 Summary
In this chapter, the developed model of PAM drive was simulated. The result of 
the simulation revealed that the translation path of an item, opposite to what was 
reported before, is curvilinear. The results obtained from the horizontal model of 
PAM have a strong correlation with the experimental rigs of 36 and 512 elements 
PAM.
The computer simulation of the collision avoidance algorithm has been 
demonstrated successfully in this chapter. The collision avoidance algorithm and 
traffic control strategy are also implemented and validated through experimental 
work on 512-element PAM.
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CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH
8.1. Introduction
The final chapter of this thesis is concerned with summarising the results of the 
work performed in the project. Based on these results some conclusions will be 
drawn and a few directions for pursuing the work in the future will be proposed. 
The nature of the discussion will be as generic as possible.
8.2 Concurrency and Modularity of PAM
The work reported in this thesis has been mainly concerned with modelling and 
simulation of Programmable Array Manipulator (PAM). This system represents 
a modular, concurrent, and complex real-time system. The modelling was 
conducted at both the drive and functional levels of the system. These two types 
of modelling are referred to in this thesis as low level and high level modelling.
In spite of its emphasis on PAM, the study, particularly in functional modelling, 
is quite generic and provides a frame-work for behaviour analysis, design and 
implementation of similar modular and concurrent real-time systems.
The majority of complex real-time systems are both concurrent and modular. In 
conventional computer control, the system is superficially sequentialized to
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match the sequential nature of the processing system. This will not only increase 
the complexity of the system but will provide a solution which is inflexible, 
incomplete and costly in both the development and maintenance time.
The methodology studied, developed and implemented in this work demonstrates 
the benefits of employing a concurrent and modular approach based on Object 
Oriented method in the analysis and modelling of a real-time system, and also in 
the design and development of its control strategy and software. This technique 
requires more time and effort to realise and to design the software objects. In 
contrast, however, the modification and extension of the objects will be more 
efficient compared to conventional programming methods. Moreover, the use of 
object-oriented programming technique makes the design task easier as the 
mapping from real-world objects to software objects is direct and intuitive.
8.3 Low Level Modelling
At the drive level the dynamic models of the actuators and the vibratory table 
which collectively determine the behaviour of an item on the PAM table were 
studied. This work, though similar in some aspect to the work carried out 
previously by Laszlo[Las92], produced new results. The study revealed that the 
translation path of an item driven by PAM, contrary to what was reported earlier, 
was curvilinear. It was also shown that:
(a) The magnitude of the translation of an item is a fraction of the magnitude of 
the horizontal vibration and is dependent on the mass of the item, viscous 
damping coefficient and frequency of the vibration.
(b) The vertical vibration of the actuator modulates the viscous damping 
between the item and the actuator plate. In other words, the viscous 
damping is a function of the acceleration of the actuator armature.
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(c) The total translation of an item is composed of the translation of the item in 
each period of horizontal vibration. Therefore, an optimum value for the 
frequency of vibration to achieve maximum velocity exists. Moreover, since 
the amount of translation, at a particular frequency, is related to the ratio b/m, 
implying that the lighter an item the faster it will move.
8.4 High Level Modelling of PAM
Multiple models are necessary to specify complete behaviour of a real-time 
system including its static structure, dynamic behaviour and control. The main 
focus of this aspect of the work has been to develop a methodology to 
systematically define such models for a concurrent and modular real-time 
system.
In this respect the combination of two important methodologies of OMT (Object 
Modelling Technique and OOA/D [You91a][You91b] have been used as a 
frame-work for high level modelling of PAM. The PAM system at the functional 
level was decomposed into fourteen objects including their attributes (data) and 
methods (functions). This model represents the hierarchical structure of PAM 
according to its physical and logical components at one instant of time.
Dynamic modelling was used to describe the behaviour of the objects defined for 
PAM and their interactions in time. This model was defined in terms of state 
diagrams representing the states of the objects at different time intervals and 
transition from one state to another as the result of events. A dynamic model in 
general describes a set of concurrent objects and their behaviour. This has 
proved closely compatible with the parallelism inherent in PAM.
The operations taking place in the objects of PAM, the required inputs and the 
produced outputs have been defined by the functional model. This model
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connects the two previous models and completes the whole task of modelling a 
system. The functional model defined for PAM is a network of concurrent, 
communicating and asynchronous processes representing the computational 
aspect of the objects and the flow of information among them. This also 
corresponds closely to the computing platform used for the control of PAM based 
on transputer and its associated parallel programming languages.
The trajectory planning and path control of an item on the PAM table to avoid 
collision was also studied in this work as part of the high level modelling of 
PAM. The work has been based on the concept of cellular automata which suits 
well the spatially distributed unique element systems. In order to control the 
traffic of items on PAM without collision, two novel algorithms, fast detecting 
imminent collision algorithm and traffic congestion avoidance algorithm, have 
been developed and implemented.
8.5 Further Research
The PAM system still requires a significant amount of research and development 
before its commercial utilisation in industry. The high level models developed 
for PAM were validated mainly by computer simulation and visualization of the 
developed software and algorithms. Real-time validation was not possible due to 
the problems still affecting the full operation of the actuators of PAM and its 
vision system. This has certainly reduced the amount of fine tuning that could 
have been applied to the models and control software if a real-time validation 
was possible.
The vision system needs to be upgraded to a faster system capable of handling 
multiple items in real-time. This high speed can be achieved either by a 
hardware based system or by applying parallel algorithms for processing of the
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image. In the latter method frame partitioning and distribution of 
position/orientation tasks in a network of transputers can be applied.
The actuator mechanism also requires further work to overcome the problems of 
repeatability and consistency. In particular the current return mechanism of 
512-element PAM is not operating correctly and hence extensive revision and 
modification is required.
As far as this work is concerned a full validation of the models in real-time is 
critical before further work can be conducted. This can be obviously carried out 
when PAM is fully operational. The first step is to examine and fine tune :
• The dynamic object creation and destruction scheme in real-time as new 
items enter PAM and leave it.
• The collision avoidance and trajectory planning algorithms in real-time. In
particular, it is important to identify the number of collision avoidances that 
can be detected and avoided in real-time. ,
In light of the results obtained from real-time experiments it could be possible to 
expand the Object Oriented model of PAM and include some more intermediate 
classes within the defined classes.
One area which can be considered as the logical continuation of this project is the 
systematic translation of a particular task on PAM to actual software based on the 
developed concurrent Object Oriented model. A PAM table may be used in a 
wide range of applications. For each application the trajectory planning and the 
control of items on PAM will be different. It will be ideal if the task is defined 
by the operator for PAM and the necessary trajectory is generated by the control 
system according to the specifications given to it.
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8.6 Summary
The work conducted in this project can be considered as a major step towards a 
fully operational PAM capable of handling multiple items simultaneously. The 
Object Oriented approach employed in the modelling of PAM at functional level 
and the development of the control software for handling multiple items have 
demonstrated the feasibility of the concept of PAM and possibility of its full 
implementation. In particular the important feature of dynamic object creation 
demonstrates the ability of the control system of PAM to deal with dynamic entry 
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APPENDIX A
This Appendix contains the notations used in the Object-Oriented Modelling of 
PAM. It is also presents the definition of each notation. s
Object-Oriented Modelling Notations
The object-oriented approach, which models very large and complex systems, 
needs to be supported by good graphical and textual notations that reflect and 
support object-oriented concepts at all stages of the life cycle [Edw93]. Since 
there are a number of slightly different notations, none of which are standardised, 
a mixture of the notations presented by Coad & Yourdon and Rumbaugh et. al. is 
chosen as the most appropriate notation for the PAM system, to use in this thesis.
A 1. Object-&-Class Notation
According to this notation, the Class-&-Object symbol represents a Class and its 
Objects. The symbol represents both a Class (shown by the bold rounded 
rectangle, divided into three horizontal sections) and its Object(s) (shown by the 
light rectangle).
"“**•"***“" * ' - ■‘s s s s '
f  — >
j Class-&-Object1 Attribute 1Î Attribute 2
Service 1
1 L Service 2 V
\
Figure A.l: The "Class-&-Object" symbol
The symbol must be labelled with its Class name, Attribute(s), and Service(s). A 
Class-&-Object name should describe a single Object within the Class. A Class- 
&-Object symbol can be thought of as a class with one or more objects in the 
class. Figure A.2 illustrates these concepts.
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Figure A.2: Some Number of Objects within a Class
A 2. Structures
The term "Structure" is used as an overall term, describing both Generalisation- 
Specialisation (Gen-Spec) Structure and Whole-Part/Assembly Structure. A Gen­
Spec Structure, from the specialisation's perspective, can be thought of as an "is 
a" or "is a kind of" Structure. As an example, a Car is a (kind of) Vehicle. Figure 
A.3 is an example of Gen-Spec structure.
Figure A.3: Gen-Spec Structure
Gen-Spec structures are shown with a generalisation class at the top and 
specialisation classes below, with lines drawn between them. A semi-circle 
marking distinguishes classes as forming a Gen-Spec structure. ,
A Whole-Part/Assembly Structure, from the Part's perspective, can be thought of 
as an "is a part of" Structure. As an example Wheel is a part of a Truck. Whole- 
Part structure is shown in Figure A.4.
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Figure A.4: Whole-Part Structure
Whole-Part structure is shown with a whole object of a class at the top, and then 
a part object below, with a line drawn between them. A triangle marking 
distinguishes objects as forming a Whole-Part structure. Each end of a Whole- 
Part structure line is marked with an amount or range, indicating the number of 
parts that a whole may have, and vice versa. In the above example, a truck is an 
assembly of possibly 4 wheels and at most 40 wheels. And a wheel is part of 
possibly no truck and at most one truck.
A 3. Attribute Notation
Attributes are located in the centre section of the class symbol. Since attributes 
depict object state, in s ta n ce  c o n n e c tio n s  show the information required by an 
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Figure A.5: Attribute and Instance Connection Notations
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An instance connection is shown with a line drawn between objects. Each object 
has an amount (m) or range (m, n) marking on each of its instance connections, 
reflecting its constraints with other objects.
A 4. Services (Operations)
Figure A.6 is an example of Service notation. Services are located in the third 
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Figure A.6: Service (Operation) Notation
Appendix B
C++ Source Codes of the Avoidance traffic Congestion Simulation
/********************** PAM SIMULATION IMP3.CPP *************************** / 
/ in this version three different items can find their path and move until they /
/ reach their destination without any collision.
/
/ If the distance is not diaognal they move horizontally or vertically /










// For graphics library functions 
// For exitQ
int set_graph(void); H Initialize graphics
void get_key(void); H Wait for key
void set_win(int left, int top, int right, int bottom, int il,int j l,  int n); //clculate window coord.
int set_dir(int ii, int jj, int pii, int pjj);
int dir;
int *ptr;
int wleft, wtop, wright, wbottom; 
int left, top, right, bottom; 
int main()
{
// Exit if not EGA or VGA
if (set_graph() != 1) {




outtextxy(250, 20, "PAM SIMULATION");
setcolor(2);
setlinestyle(0,2,3);




rectangle(left+100,top+100,left+420,top+420); //draw boundry of the pam table
setcolor(7);
setlinestyle(l,2 ,l);





















int 1, collision_12, collision_13, collision_23; 
int n=20;
int wleftl, wtopl, wrightl, wbottoml; 
int wleft2 , wtop2 , wright2 , wbottom2; 
int wleft3, wtop3, wright3, wbottom3;
int left 1=100; int topl=100;
int rightl=left 1+30; int bottoml=topl+20;
int dleftl=390;int dtopl=330;
int drightl=dleftl+30;int dbottoml=dtopl+20;
int left2=100; int top2=390;
int right2=left2+20; int bottom2=top2+30;
int dleft2=400;int dtop2=160;
int dright2=dleft2+20;int dbottom2=dtop2+30;
int left3=100; int top3=280;
int right3=left3+20; int bottom3=top3+20;
int dleft3=400;int dtop3=240;
int dright3=dleft3+20;int dbottom3=dtop3+20;
int j 1=0 ; int il= 0 ; intpil; intpjl; intdirl; 
intj2=0 ; int i2=0 ; intpi2 ; int pj2; int dir2 ; 
intj3=0; inti3=0; int pi3; int pj3; intdir3; 
intxl; int y 1 ;
int x2 ; int y2 ;
intx3; int y3;
int q; 
int xyt[7] ; 
setfillstyle(2,14);
bar(dleft 1 ,dtop 1 ,dright 1 ,dbottom 1 ) ; 
setfillstyle(2,4);
bar(dleft2 ,dtop2 ,dright2,dbottom2); 
setfillstyle(2 ,10);
bar(dleft3 ,dtop3 ,dright3 ,dbottom3);
FILE *out;
if((out=fopen("c:\\graph\\gl.dat","wa" 
fprintf(stderr, "cannot open output 
return 1;
//draw modules







int gil; intgjl; 
int gi2 ; int gj2 ; 





for(l=l ,1<480;1+=1) //translating items
delay (50); 
xyt[0]=l;
xy t [ 1 ]=((left 1 +i 1 +right 1 +i 1 )/2)-100;
xyt[2]=((left2+i2+right2+i2)/2)-100;
xyt[3]=((left3+i3+right3+i3)/2)-100;








//********************************** move item 1 **************************:{::*:*:(::(:****** 
int xl = (dleft 1 -(left 1 +i 1)); int yl = (dtopl-(topl+jl)); 
pil=il; pj 1 =j 1;
if ((leftl+il)!=dleftl I (topl+jl)!=dtopl)
setfillstyle(0 ,0);
bar(left 1 +i 1 ,top 1 +j 1,right 1 +i 1, bottom 1 +j 1 ) ; 

































//according to the direction sign 





bar(left 1 +i 1 ,top 1 +j 1, right 1 +i 1,bottom 1 +j 1);















^y********************************** move item2 *************************************
int x2 = (dleft2-(left2+i2)); 
int y2 = (dtop2-(top2+j2)); 
pi2=i2 ; pj2=j2 ;
if ((Ieft2+i2)!=dleft2 I (top2+j2)!=dtop2)
{
setfillstyle(0 ,0);
bar(left2+i2 ,top2+j2,right2+i2 ,bottom2+j2); //clear previous position 
if (collision_12==0 & collision_23==0)
{
if (abs(x2)==abs(y2)) //move diagnolly























//according to the direction sign 









bar(left2+i2 ,top2+j2 ,right2+i2 ,bottom2+j2);















y^***;};^:************************** move item3 *************************************** 
int x3 = (dleft3-(left3+i3)); 
int y3 = (dtop3-(top3+j3)); 
pi3=i3; pj3=j3;
if ((Ieft3+i3)!=dleft3 I (top3+j3)!=dtop3)
{
setfillstyle(0 ,0);























//according to the direction sign 






























//*************************Collsion Avoidance Algorithm******************************** 
// itemi & item2
// cheking for intersection between windows
//firstly we should check which item is closer to the coordinate center 






alpha_l 2=wtop 1 - wbottom2 ; 
if (wleftl<=wleft2)
betha_l 2=wleft2-wright 1 ; 
else{





cout «  "collision_12"; 
collision_12=l ; //collision 
dirl= set_dir(il, j l, pii, pjl); 
dir2= set_dir(i2 , j2 , pi2 , pj2); 
if (dirl<=dir2)





if(abs(x 1 )<abs(y 1))
{









































cout «  "no collision H no collision
collision_12=0 ;
//*************************Q)iision Avoidance Algorithm******************************** 
//itemi & item3
I I cheking for intersection between windows
//firstly we should check which item is closer to the coordinate center 







alpha_ 13=wtop 1 - wbottom3; 
if (wleftl<=wleft3)
betha_l 3=wleft3-wright 1; 
else{





c o u t «  "collision_13"; //collision
collision_13=l;
dirl= set_dir(il, j l, pil, pjl);
dir3= set_dir(i3, j3, pi3, pj3);
if (dirl<=dir3)


























 ̂ if ((top3+j3)<dtop3) / / move vertically



















cout «  "no collision // no collision
collision_13=0;
}
^sf«*************************(^Q]]gjQ^ Avoidance Algorithm******************************** 
//item2 & item3
// cheking for intersection between windows
//firstly we should check which item is closer to the coordinate center 
















cout «  "collision_23"; //collision
collision_23=l;
dir2= set_dir(i2, j2 , pi2 , pj2); 
dir3= set_dir(i3, j3, pi3, pj3); 
if (dir2<=dir3)
























































get_key(); // Display message and wait for key press 
closegraphO; // Close graphics system 
return 0 ;
int set_graph(void)
int graphdriver = DETECT, graphmode, error_code; 
//Initialize graphics system; must be EGA or VGA 
initgraph(&graphdriver, &graphmode, "b:\\tc\\bgi"); 
error_code = graphresult(); 
if (error_code != grOk)
return( -1 ); //N o graphics hardware found










outtextxy(250, 20, "PAM SIMULATION"); 
outtextxy(20, 450, "Press any key to exit"); 
getch();
}
void set_win (int left, int top, int right, int bottom, int il,int j l ,  int n)
{
if (((left+i 1)% 10)==10)
wleft=left+il-n;
else{
double x = ((left+il)/10); 







double x = ((top-t-j 1 )/l 0); .








double x = ((right-t-i 1)/10); 






wbottom=bottom+j 1 +n; 
else{
double x = ((bottom+jl)/10); 























if(jj<0) dir=6 ; 
else dir=2 ;
}







Parallel C++ Source Code of the PAM System
This Appendix contains the C++ source codes which made up the Object Model 
of PAM system described in Chapter 4. Firstly, makefile which defines the 
procedure of compilation of the whole program, is presented. Then the 
configuration file which defines the configuration of the parallel structure of the 
transputers, is listed. In the rest of this Appendix the codes representing defined 
classes are listed.
C.l. Make File
# makefile for "drive" applications
CC = t8cc # 3L Parallel C++ compiler
CFLAGS = /V /W # version information









bigone.app:improc.b4 report.b4 ttg3.b4 dummy.b4 bigone.cfg 
$(CONF) bigone.cfg bigone.app
# .b4 dependencies 
improc.b4:improc.bin grab.bin vis.bin
$(LINK) $(LFLAGS) improc.bin grab.bin vis.bin $(LIB2) 
report.b4:report.bin
$(LINK) $(LFLAGS) report.bin $(LIB1) 
ttg3.b4ittg3.bin ttg.bin
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$(LINK) $(LFLAGS) ttg3.bin ttg.bin $(LIB2) 
dummy .b4: dummy .bin
$(LINK) $(LFLAGS) dummy.bin $(LIB2)
# .bin dependencies 
improc.bimimproc.cpp vis.h grab.h 
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) improc 
vis.bin:vis.cpp vis.h
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) vis 
grab.bin:grab.cpp grab.h
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) grab 
report.bin:report.cpp pamdefs.h 
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) report 
ttg3.bin:ttg3.cpp ttg.h
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) ttg3 
ttg.bin:ttg.cpp ttg.h
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) ttg 




| Q j *̂ Configuration for PAÎ^






! describe the way the processors are connected 
!
wire ? host[0] root[0] 
wire ? root[2] worker[l] 
wire ? root[3] grabber[0] 
wire ? worker[2] grabber[l]
!
! nonsensical link to allows comm’s to PAM via link 3 of worker
!
wire ? worker[3] graphic[3] 




task afserver ins=l outs=l 
task filter ins=3 outs=3 data=10k 
task report ins=4 outs=4 urgent data=500k 
task dummy ins=4 outs=4 data=10k 
task improc ins=4 outs=4 
task ttg3 ins=2 outs=2 
!
! place the tasks on the appropriate processors 
!
place afserver host 
place filter root 
place report worker 
place improc grabber 
place dummy graphic 
place ttg3 graphic 
!
! connections between tasks 
!
connect ? filterfO] afserver[0] 
connect ? afserver[0] filterfO]
!
connect ? filter[l] report[l] 
connect ? report[l] filterfl]
!
connect ? report[2] improc[l] 
connect ? improc[l] report[2]
!
connect ? report[3] dummy[3] 
connect ? dummy [3] report [3]
!
connect ? improc[2] ttg3[l] 
connect ? ttg3[l] improc[2]
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C.3. Grabber Class













char *gl78col ; 
char *gl78pixm; 




{bt261addr =(char *) 0x20; 
bt261cont =(char *) 0x24; 
bt251addr =(char *) 0x10;
' bt251cont =(char *) 0x18;
bt251 ram = (char * )0x 14; - 
gl78waddr =(char *) 0x30; 
gl78col = (char *)0x34; 
gl78pixm =(char *) 0x38; 
intlbit = (char *)0x28; 
storestart =(char *) 0x2c;
}
~Grabber()
delete bt261addr ; 
delete bt261cont; 
delete bt251 addr ; 
delete bt251cont; 
delete bt251ram ; 
delete gl78waddr; 
delete gl78col ; 
delete gl78pixm ; 






























void set_capture_lut(int, char[]); 



















FILE *fp; //file pointer
char fdata[4]; // for reading in calib data
int pam_cnr[4] [2]; // array for coord's of PAM frame
int *info; // points to start of pam_cnr array
float now_time; // used to time task
int item; 
int x,y,z; // a variety of dummy variables
int not_finished; // state variable to keep main loop running
int first_loop ; 
int counter; // counts number of times path executed





int pobj_points [10]; 
int last_obj_x; // coord's of object centroid from previous scan
int last_obj_y; 
int last_obj_points; 







int pobj_y 2mm[ 10]; 














double efactorl, efactor2; 
int user_key; 
int result; 
int valid_data ; 








unsigned int data; 
unsigned int phase ; 
unsigned int addr; 
unsigned long word; 
int correction; 
int corrected_direction; 













int path [4] [2];
Item()
{
element_number = 511; 
heading[0]=25; heading[l]=24; heading[2]=23; heading[3]=22; heading[4]=21; 
heading[5]=20; heading[6]=19; heading[7]=18; heading[8]=17; heading[9]=16; 
heading[10]=15; heading[ll]=14; heading[12]=13; heading[13]=12; heading[14]=ll; 
heading[15]=10; heading[16]=9 ; heading[17]=8 ; heading[18]=7 ; heading[19]=6 ; 
heading[20]=5 ; heading[21]=4 ; heading[22]=3 ; heading[23]=2 ; heading[24]=l ; 
heading[25]=0 ; heading[26]=31; heading[27]=30; heading[28]=29; heading[29]=28; 
heading[30]=27; heading[31]=26;
deadband = 10; // deadband for position control in mm
finger=0; // points to element in heading array
mod_map[0][0]=31; mod_map[0][l]=27; mod_map[0][2]=23; mod_map[0][3]=19; 
mod_map[0][4]=15; mod_map[0][5]=ll; mod_map[0][6]=7 ; mod_map[0][7]=3 ; 
mod_map[ 1 ][0]=30; mod_map[l][l]=26; mod_map[l][2]=22; mod_map[l][3]=18; 
mod_map[l][4]=14; mod_map[l][5]=10; mod_map[l][6]=6 ; mod_map[l][7]=2 ; 
mod_map[2][0]=29; mod_map[2][l]=25; mod_map[2][2]=21; mod_map[2][3]=17; 
mod_map[2][4]=13; mod_map[2][5]=9 ; mod_map[2][6]=5 ; mod_map[2][7]=l ; 
mod_map[3][0]=28; mod_map[3][l]=24; mod_map[3][2]=20; mod_map[3][3]=16; 
mod_map[3][4]=12; mod_map[3][5]=8 ; mod_map[3][6]=4 ; mod_map[3][7]=0; 
correction_gain = 1.05;
// dummy to check function return values 
// set to 1 when all data received from TTGF 
// points to next position in path 
// heading finger to go to target position 
// error in x position 
// error in y position
// 1 bit on/off data
// 8 bit phase info
//15 bit address data
// 24 bit combined data/address word
// the entire universe
// total number of solenoids 0 .. 511
// deadband for position control in mm 
// points to element in heading array
// number of modules object is sitting on 
// array containing the module numbers the object 
// is actually sitting on 
// sit_mods[] from previous scan 
// numb_mods from previous scan
// Constructor






path [2] [0]=125; 
path[2][l]=437; 
path [3 ] [0]=125; 
path[3][l]=250;
}






























































pll_clock_in = 5000000; 
horiz_position = 72; 
vert_sync_width = 20; 
pixel_clock = 35000000; 
frame_rate = 60; 
line_frequency = 37300; 
x_size = 800; 
y_size = 600; 
size=0;
from_ttgf=0; // in_ports [ 1 ];
to_ttgf=0 ; // out_ports [ 1 ];
boot_location_reg =(int *)((0x300001a0«2)A0x80000000); 
top_of_screen_reg =(int *)((0x30000180«2)A0x80000000); 
control_register_reg =(int *) ((0x30000160«2)A0x80000000); 
mask_register_reg = (int *)((0x30000140«2)A0x80000000); 
half_sync_reg = (int *)((0x30000121«2)A0x80000000); 
back_porch_reg =(int *) ((0x3000012 2 « 2 )A0x80000000); 
display_reg =(int *) ((0x30000123«2)A0x80000000); 
short_display_reg = (int *)((0x30000124«2)A0x80000000); 
broad_pulse_reg = (int *)((0x30000125«2)A0x80000000); 
v_sync_reg =(int *) ((0x30000126«2)A0x80000000); 
v_blank_reg = (int *)((0x30000127«2)A0x80000000); 
v_display_reg =(int *) ((0x30000128«2)A0x80000000); 
line_time_reg =(int *) ((0x30000129«2)A0x80000000); 
line_start_reg =(int *) ((0x3000012 a « 2 )A0x80000000); 
mem_init_reg = (int *)((0x3000012b«2)A0x80000000); 
transfer_delay_reg = (int *)((0x3000012c«2)A0x80000000); 
vram =(char *) ((0xl0000000«2)A0x80000000);
}








void set_colour(int colour, int r, int g, int b);
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C.6. Vision Class




#defme TRUE 1 




























int rowpl, rowp2, rowp3 ; 
int colpi, colp2, colp3 ; 
int r, c;
int minx, miny; 










pam_cnr[0][0] = 120; 
pam_cnr[0][l] = 90; 
pam_cnr[l][0] = 120; 
pam_cnr[l][l] = 670; 
pam_cnr[2][0] = 450;
// Constructor
// default values for PAM border
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pam_cnr[2][l] = 670; 
pam_cnr[3][0] = 450; 
pam_cnr[3][l] = 90; 
max_points=512; 
item=10;
~Vision(){cout«  " Destroy Object"};// Destructor 
int draw_line_direct(char *, int, int, int, int, int, int, int); 
int clear_frame(char *, int, in t, int); 
char *create_frame(int, int);
int extract_frame(char *, int, int, char *, int, int, int, int); 
int insert_frame(char *, int, int, char*, int, int, int, int);
int btrack(char *, int, int, int, int *, int, in t, int *, int *, int *, int *, int, int *, int *);
int find_root_pixel(char *, int, int, int,int, int *, int *, int *, int *);
int assign_neighbours(int *, int *,int *, int, char *, int, int, int *, int *, int *, int *);
int change_range(int *, int *, int);
int update_position(int, int, int *, int *);
int mark_boundary_track(char *, int, int, int [4], int, int);
int set_pixel(char *, int, int, int, int, int);
void initialise_object_window(int *, int *, int *, int *, int);
int clear_item(char *, int, int, int, int);
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C.7. Main Program for Image Processing
//**************************s|::is:)::(::)s;|::(:;f:;(:;|:;|; CPP *********************************
// Description : Sends the centroid information to 
// a task being executed on the worker processor 
// (attached to physical channel 0)






#define max_points 512 // max no. of boundary points
// size of the object window 
// pointers to work frames
#define mark 1 
#define RUN 
#define BOX 30 
char *frameO,*framel;
CHAN *to_ttg3, *from_ttg3;
CHAN *to_worker, *from_worker; 
int y_size=800; 
int x_size=600; 
int pam_cnr[4] [2] ; 
int *info;





float pix_scalex=l .3421 ;
float pix_scaley=1.1757;
int obj_threshold=140;









int obj_y 1 [ 10] ;
int obj_x2[10];








int cal_data = 0; 
frame0=(char*)0x80800000; 
to_ttg3=out_ports [2] ; 
from_ttg3=in_ports [2] ;
// Declare a Grabber object 
// Declare a Vision object 
// matrix index
//pixel/mm scale for x axis 
//pixel/mm scale for y axis 
//default object threshold 
//array for object boundary locations 
//No. of points found in object boundary 
//sum of x coords from object boundary 
//sum of y coords from object boundary 
//x coord of object centroid in pixel coords 
l/y coord of object centroid in pixel coords 
//x coord of object centroid in mm 
Hy coord of object centroid in mm 
// windows coords for obj search
















//clear the frame store
//reset capture circuitry
//initialise TTG-F
//set video interlaced mode
//set frame number, corresponds to the above
//defined frame address
//select video source
//select source for video synch pulses
//change order of interlace capture, makes the
//captured image nicer looking
for(item=0; item<10; item++){ 
for(i=0; i<max_points; i++){ 
obj_boundary[(item*1024)+i*2]=0; 
obj_boundary [(item* 1024)+i*2+1 ] =0; 
}
frame 1 =v 1 .create_frame(600,800);
// read the calibration data from the link
info =&v 1 .pam_cnr[0] [0]; // point to start of data
if(chan_in_message_t(32, info, from_worker, 1000000))
cal_data=l; / / handshake with other process (report.cpp)
else{










// handshake with the other process (report.cpp) 
chan_out_word_t(cal_data, to_worker, 1000000);
// initialise object window to be PAM boundary 
for(item=0; itemclO; item++)
vl.initialise_object_window(obj_xl, obj_yl, obj_x2, obj_y2, item); 
while(l){
int obj_minx[]={ 1024,1024,1024,1024,1024,1024,1024,1024,1024,1024}; 
int obj_maxx[]={0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0};










obj_points [item]=v 1 .btrack(frame0,1024,1024,obj_threshold,obj_boundary,
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//calculate the real world values of object 1 centroid 




// up untill now the center of object is fined obj_x and obj_y 
for(i=0; i<obj_points[item]; i++) { // to adjust the size of item




obj_miny[item]=obj_boundary[(item*1024)+i*2 + 1]; 
if(obj_boundary [(item* 1024)+i *2]>obj_maxx [item])
obj_maxx [item] =obj_boundary [(item* 1024)+i *2]; 
if(obj_boundary [(item* 1024)+i *2+1 ] >obj_maxy [item])
obj_maxy [item]=obj_boundary [(item* 1024)+i *2+1];
}
// window definition
obj_xl[item] =obj_minx[item] -20; //vl.pam_cnr[0][0]+l;
if(obj_xl[item]<vl.pam_cnr[0][0])
obj_x 1 [item]=v 1 .pam_cnr[0] [0];
obj_yl[item] =obj_miny[item]-20;
if(obj_y 1 [item]<v 1 .pam_cnr[0] [ 1 ])
obj_y 1 [item]=v 1 .pam_cnr[0] [ 1 ]; 
obj_x2[item] =obj_maxx[item]+20; 
if(obj_x2[item]>v 1 .pam_cnr[2] [0])




obj_xlmm [item] = (int) ((obj_xl[item] - vl.pam_cnr[0][0]) /pix_scalex); 
obj_ylmm [item] = (int) ((obj_yl[item] - vl.pam_cnr[0][l]) /pix_scaley); 
obj_x2mm [item] = (int) ((obj_x2[item] - vl.pam_cnr[0][0]) /pix_scalex); 
obj_y2mm [item] = (int) ((obj_y2[item] - vl.pam_cnr[0][l]) /pix_scaley); 
vl.clear_item(frameO, obj_minx[item], obj_miny[item],
obj_maxx [item], obj_maxy [item]);
v 1 .draw_line_direct(frameO, 1024,1024,obj_x 1 [item] ,obj_y 1 [item] ,obj_x 1 [item] ,obj_y2[it 
em],100);
vl.draw_line_direct(frameO, 1024,1024, obj_xl [item], obj_y2[item],obj_x2[item],obj_y2[it 
em],100);
vl.draw_line_direct(frameO, 1024,1024,obj_x2[item],obj_y2[item],obj_x2[item],obj_yl [it 
em],100);
v 1 .draw_line_direct(frameO, 1024,1024,obj_x2 [item] ,obj_y 1 [item] ,obj_x 1 [item] ,obj_y 1 [it 
em],100);




if(error_count[item] == 2){ 
error_count[item] = 0;






obj_x 1 [item] = obj_x 1 [item-1 ] ; 
obj_y 1 [item] = obj_y 1 [item-1 ] ; 





v 1 .draw_line_direct(frameO, 1024,1024, v 1 .pam_cnr [0] [0], v 1 .pam_cnr [0] [ 1 ], v 1 .pam_cnr [ 1 
][0],vl.pam_cnr[l][l],100);
v 1 .draw_line_direct(frameO, 1024,1024, v 1 .pam_cnr [ 1 ] [0], v 1 .pam_cnr [ 1 ] [ 1 ], v 1 .pam_cnr [2 
] [0], v 1 .pam_cnr [2] [ 1 ], 100) ;
v 1 .draw_line_direct(frameO, 1024,1024, v 1 .pam_cnr [2] [0], v 1 .pam_cnr [2] [ 1 ], v 1 .pam_cnr [3 
][0],vl.pam_cnr[3][l],100);
v 1 .draw_line_direct(frameO, 1024,1024, v 1 .pam_cnr [3] [0], v 1 ,pam_cnr [3 ] [ 1 ], v 1 .pam_cnr [0 
] [0], v 1 .pam_cnr [0] [ 1 ], 100) ;
vl.extract_frame(frameO, 1024,1024,framel,600,800,0,0); 
chan_out_message_t(y_size*x_size, framel, to_ttg3, 1000000); 
chan_out_word_t(itm, to_worker, 500000); //was 15625); 
lenght = (itm+l)*4;
chan_out_message_t(lenght, obj_x, to_worker, 15625); // x coord of centroid, mm 
chan_out_message_t(lenght, obj_y, to_worker, 15625); // y coord of centroid, mm 
chan_out_message_t(lenght, obj_xlmm, to_worker, 15625); 
chan_out_message_t(lenght, obj_ylmm, to_worker, 15625); 
chan_out_message_t(lenght, obj_x2mm, to_worker, 15625); 
chan_out_message_t(lenght, obj_y2mm, to_worker, 15625);
chan_out_message_t(lenght, obj_points, to_worker, 15625); // no. of boundary points
}
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C.8. Main Program for Controlling the Items









#define RUN // if defined, no wait for keyboard input */
#define ALI






main(int argc, char *argv[],char *envp,CHAN *in_ports[],int ins, CHAN *out_ports[], int outs)











signed int alpha,nalpha, nbetha,betha, coll, ncoll,disl,dis2; 
unsigned int f[512];
// cornm's channel to ttgf card
// cornm's channel to pam hardware
// initialise the pam element address structure
il.to_ttgf = out_ports[2]; 
il.from_ttgf = in_ports[2]; 
chan_init(i 1 .to_ttgf); 
chan_init(i 1 .from_ttgf); 
il.to_pam = out_ports[3]; 
il.from_pam = in_ports[3]; 
chan_init(i 1 .to_pam); 
chan_init(i 1 .from_pam); 
for(y=0 ;y<8; y++) 
for(x=0; x<4; x++) 
for(z=15; z<0; z—)
i 1 .module_element[x] [y ] [z] =i 1 .element_number-; 
i 1 .init_modules(); // turn off all elements
il.fp=fopen("c:\\tc2v2\\vision\\calib.dat","ra"); // read calibration data 
if(il.fp != NULL){
printf("Reading calibration data\n"); 














printf("Calibration file not found, run calib first !\n"); 
exit(O);
}
i 1 .info = &i 1 .pam_cnr[0] [0]; // point to start of cnr data
chan_out_message_t(32, il.info, il.to_ttgf, 1000000); // send the byte stream
chan_in_word_t(&il.x, il.from_ttgf, 1000000); 
if(il.x){
printf("Calibration data sent to TTGF successfully\n");
}
else{
printf("TTGF failed to pick up calibration data\n");
}
il.counter = 0; 
while(i 1 .not_finished) {
// read in the position feedback from ttgf 
itm=-l;
if(chan_in_word_t(&itm,i 1 .from_ttgf,500000)); 
lenght=(itm+l)*4;
if(chan_in_message_t(lenght,i 1 .pobj_x, in_ports [2],TIMEOUT)) 
if(chan_in_message_t(lenght,il.pobj_y, in_ports[2],TIMEOUT))
if(chan_in_message_t(lenght,i 1 ,pobj_x 1 mm,in_ports [2],TIMEOUT)) 
if(chan_in_message_t(lenght,i 1 .pobj_y 1mm,
in_ports [2],TIMEOUT)) 
if(chan_in_message _t(lenght,i 1 .pobj_x2mm, 
in_ports [2],TIMEOUT)) 
if(chan_in_message_t(lenght,i 1 .pobj_ 
y2mm, in_ports [2],TIMEOUT)) 
if(chan_in_message 
_t(lenght,il.pobj_ 
points, in_ ports [2],TIMEOUT))
for(item=0; item<=itm+l; item++){ 
if (item > pitm){
printf("Dynamic object allocation item%d\n",item); 
it = new Item [item]; 
if (!it) {





it [ 1 ] .path [0] [0]=210 ;
it[ 1 ] .path [0] [ 1 ]=460; "
it [0] .path [0] [0]=40 ; .
it[0].path[0][l]=40; 
if(count >1)
if ((( il.pobj_x[0] > it[0].last_obj_x +30) II (il.pobj_x[0] < it[0].last_obj_x - 30)) 
ll((il.pobj_y[0} > it[0].last_obj_y +30) II (il.p°bj_y[0] < it[0].last_obj_y - 30))
II (( il.pobj_x[l] > it[l].last_obj_x +30) Il (i 1 .p°bj_x[l] < it[l].last_obj_x - 30)) 
ll((il.pobj_y[l] > it[l].last_obj_y +30) Il ( i l .pobj_y[1 ] < it[l].last_obj_y - 30))){
// for changing item index
printf("Swap item index \n\n"); 
it[0].obj_x = il.pobj_x[l]; 
it[0].obj_y = il.pobj_y[l]; 
it[0].obj_points = il.pobj_points[l]; 
it[0].obj_xlmm = il.pobj_xlmm[l]; 
it[0].obj_ylmm = il.pobj_ylmm[l]; 
it[0].obj_x2mm = il.pobj_x2mm[l]; 
it[0].obj_y2mm = il.pobj_y2mm[l]; 
it[l].obj_x = il.pobj_x[0]; 
it[l].obj_y = il.pobj_y[0]; 
it[l].obj_points = il.pobj_points[0]; 
it[l].obj_xlmm = il.pobj_xlmm[0]; 
it[l].obj_ylmm = il.pobj_ylmm[0]; 




it[0].obj_x = il.pobj_x[0]; 
it[0].obj_y = il.pobj_y[0]; 
it[0].obj_points = il.pobj_points[0]; 
it[0].obj_xlmm = il.pobj_xlmm[0]; 
it[0].obj_ylmm = il.pobj_ylmm[0]; 
it[0].obj_x2mm = il.pobj_x2mm[0]; 
it[0].obj_y2mm = il.pobj_y2mm[0]; 
it[l].obj_x = il.pobj_x[l]; 
it[l].obj_y = il.pobj_y[l]; 
it[l].obj_points = il.pobj_points[l]; 
it[l].obj_xlmm = il.pobj_xlmm[l]; 
it[l].obj_ylmm = il.pobj_ylmm[l]; 
it[ 1 ] .obj_x2mm = i 1 .pobj_x2mm[ 1 ] ; 
it[l].obj_y2mm = il.pobj_y2mm[l];
}
if (itm+1 == 2) // Check if there is more than one item
if (it[0].obj_xlmm <= it[l].obj_xlmm) 
alpha = it[l].obj_xlmm - it[0].obj_x2mm - 20/1.3421; 
else
alpha = it[0].obj_xlmm - it[l].obj_x2mm - 20/1.3421;
if (it[0].obj_ylmm <= it[l].obj_ylmm)
betha = it[l].obj_ylmm - it[0].obj_y2mm - 20/1.1757;
else
betha = it[0].obj_ylmm - it[l].obj_y2mm - 20/1.1757; 
coll = alpha * betha;
if (alpha > 0 II betha > 0){ //no imminent collision















if((il.pobj_points[item] > 120) && (il.pobj_points[item] < 512)){ 
printf("ITEM %d centroid %dmm, %dmm with %d points,%d ,%d,Path %d, %d\n", 
item+l,it[item].obj_x, it[item].obj_y, it[item].obj_points 
, it[item].last_obj_x, it [item] .last_obj_y ,it [item] .path [0] [ 1 ]); 
it[item].modulexl = it[item].obj_xlmin/15; 
if(it[item].modulexl >15)  
it[item].modulexl = 15; 
it[item].moduleyl = it[item].obj_ylmm/15; 
if(it[item].moduleyl >31)
it[item].moduleyl =31; 
it[item].modulex2 = it[item].obj_x2mm/15; 
if(it[item].modulex2 >15)
it[item].modulex2= 15; 
it[item].moduley2 = it[item].obj_y2mm/15; 
if(it[item].moduley2 >31)
it[item].moduley2 = 31;
it[item].numb_mods = 0; // re-initialise the number of modules being sat on
for(x = it[item].modulexl; x <=it[item].modulex2 ; x++){ 
for(y = it[item].moduleyl; y <= it[item].moduley2; y++){
it[item].sit_mods[it[item].numb_mods] = it[item].ele_map[x][y]; 
it[item] .numb_mods++;
}
} //up untill now the elements under the item are known
for(x = 0; x < it[item].numb_mods; x++){ 
it[item].obj_xerr = abs(it[item].path[0][0] - it[item].obj_x);
// calculate error in object position
it[item].obj_yerr = abs(it[item].path[0][l] - it[item].obj_y); 
if((it[item].obj_xerr> it[item].deadband) II (it[item].obj_yerr >
it[item] .deadband)) {
it[item].slope_error = atan2((1.0*(it[item].path[0][0] - 
it[item].obj_x)),(1.0*(it[item].path[0][l] - it[item].obj_y)));
it[item].direction_error = it[item].slope_error / PI * 180.0; 
if(it[item].direction_error < 0.0)
it[item].direction_error += 360.0; // normalise to range 0
// to 360
it[item] .result = it[item] .determine_finger(it[item] .direction_error); 
if(it[item] .first_loop)
if(it [item] .permit== 1) {
it[item] .move_object(it[item] .numb_mods); -
printf("Moving direction Item [%d] = %d\n", 
item+l,it[item].finger);
} .
else{ // to move item in the previous direction - 1 to
avoid collision
it[item] .direction_error= it[item] .direction_error; 
it[item] .result = it[item] .determine _ finger 
(it [item]. direction_error);
it[item].move_object(it[item].numb_mods); -
it[item] .finger = it [item] .finger - it[0] .count; 
if (it[item] .finger < 0) 
it[item].finger +=8;






printf("Stop, Object[%d] is reached its destination.\n\n", item+1);
}
for(x = 0; x < it[item].numb_mods; x++)
it[item].prev_sit_mods[x] = it[item].sit_mods[x]; 






it[ 1 ] .pdirection_error=it[ 1 ] .direction_error; 
it[0].last_obj_x = it[0].obj_x; //il.pobj_x[0]; 
it[0].last_obj_y = it[0].obj_y; //il.pobj_y[0]; 
it[l].last_obj_x = it[l].obj_x; //il.pobj_x[l]; 
it[l].last_obj_y = it[l].obj_y; //il.pobj_y[l]; 
it[2].last_obj_x = il.pobj_x[2]; 
it[2].last_obj_y = il.pobj_y[2]; 
it[3].last_obj_x = i 1 -pobj_x[3]; 
it[3].last_obj_y = il.pobj_y[3];
}// if message received sucessfully 














int Grabber: :low_byte(int word)
{
int answer;
answer = word & OxFF; 
return(answer);
}
int Grabber: :high_byte(int word)
{
int answer;
answer = ((word & OxFFOO) »  8); 
retum(answer);
}
void Grabber: :pal_at(int resolution, int clut_select){
/* function to configure into nearest resolution PAL format to that 










































































































































dummy 1 =clut_select; 
set_capture_lut(dummy 1 Juts); 
set_display_lut(dummy 1 Juts);
}














temp=temp & OxFC; /* set bottom two bits low */ 
*bt251cont=temp;
}








temp=*bt261cont; /* get old value */ 








*bt261addr = 1; 
temp = *bt261cont; 















*bt261addr = 0; 
temp = *bt261cont; 
temp = temp & OxDF;
*bt261addr = 0;






temp = *bt261cont; /* get previous value */ 
temp = temp I 0x20;
*bt261addr = 0;
*bt261cont = temp; /* assert capture strobe */
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}









*bt251addr = 0; 
temp=*bt25 lcont; 
temp=temp & 0x3F; 
temp=temp I mask;
*bt251 addr=0;
*bt25 lcont = temp;
}
/* get old value */
/* get rid of old value */ 
/* set new value */










temp = *bt25lcont; /* get old value */ 
temp=temp & OxCF; /* get rid of old value */ 















































































































*bt261addr = 0x1 A;
temp=temp & OxOFFF; /* strip to 12 bits */ 
hi=high_by te(temp) ; 








*bt261addr = Ox 1C;










*bt261cont = 0x82; /* enable clock etc */
*bt261cont = 0; /* select programmable clock mode */
*bt261cont = 0; /* CR3 */
*bt261addr = OxA;
*bt261cont = 0; /* Hsync stop low */
*bt261cont = 0; /* Hsync stop hi */
*bt261addr = 0x10;
*bt261cont = 0; /* zero start lo */
*bt261cont = 0; /* zero start hi */
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*bt261addr = 0x18;
*bt261cont = 0; /* NG start low */
*bt261cont = 0; /* NG start high */
}
void Grabber::set_capture_lut(int style, char buffer[256])
{
int i;















































*g 17 8col=buffer [i];
/* set red lut to straight thru */
/* set green lut to straight thru */ 


















temp=*bt251cont; /* get old value */ 
temp=temp & OxFO; /* get rid of old value *1 

















int Item: :wait_key( void)
{








/* printf("About is %d\n", about); */




if((about > 22.5) && (about <= 72.5)) { 
finger = 7; 
return(l);
}
if((about > 72.5) && (about <= 112.5)){ 
finger = 6; 
return(l);
}
if((about > 112.5) && (about <= 157.5)){ 
finger = 5; 
return(l);
}
if((about > 157.5) && (about <= 202.5)) { 
finger = 4; 
return(l);
}
if((about > 202.5) && (about <= 247.5)){ 
finger = 3; 
return(l);
}
if((about > 247.5) && (about <= 292.5)){ 
finger = 2; 
return(l);
}
if((about > 292.5) && (about <= 337.5)){ 
finger = 1; 
return(l);
if((about > 337.5) && (about <= 360)){
}
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if(prev_numb_mods < numbjmods) 
mods = numb_mods; 
else
mods = prev_numb_mods; 
for(x = 0; x < mods; x++){
if(prev_sit_mods[x] != sit_mods[x])














unsigned int x[512]; 
int i;
















word[i] = (data[i] & Oxl) «  7; 
word[i] += (phase & Oxfe) »  1; 
word[i] += (phase & Oxl) «  15;
numb = addr[i] ; 
word[i] += (numb & 0x7f00); 
word[il += (numb & Oxff) «  16;
timer_delay(25);
}
*data, unsigned int phase, int num_ele)
// composite word to xmit
// quantise into 1 of 32 directions
// msb - on/off bit 
// bits D7 - D1 -
// bit DO
// set up address info to send
//Bits 14 -8  (A14 - A8)
// Bits 7 - 0 (A7 - A0)
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result =chan_out_message_t(num_ele*4, word, to_pam, 1000000); 
timer_delay(25);
























double line_time, pix_time, shift_time;
int total_horiz_clocks, total_lines, sync_width; 
int blank_width, back_porch, front_porch, vert_blank; 
int transfer_delay, display; 
int test;
// calculate some useful numbers
display = x_size/4;
pll_factor = pixel_clock/pll_clock_in;
pixel_clock = pll_factor * pll_clock_in;
pix_time = 1.0/(double) pixel_clock;
shift_time = pix_time * 4.0;
line_time = 1.0/(double) line_frequency;
transfer_delay = 12 + ((pixel_clock/1000000) * (650/4)) / 1000;
/* work out horizontal timing */ 
total_horiz_clocks = (int) (line_time/shift_time + 1.5);
total_horiz_clocks &= ~1;
test = (display* 124) / 100; 
if( total_horiz_clocks < test) 
total_horiz_clocks = test; 
blank_width= total_horiz_clocks - display; 
sync_width = (blank_width*47) / 120; 
sync_width &=~1;
back_porch = ((blank_width - sync_width) * horiz_position) / 100; 
if( back_porch < transfer_delay ) 
back_porch = transfer_delay + 1;
front_porch = total_horiz_clocks - (sync_width + back_porch + display); 
/* change If since horiz clocks may have changed */ 
line_frequency = pixel_clock / (4*total_horiz_clocks);
/* work out vertical timing */
totaljines = line_frequency / frame_rate;
test = (y_size * 107) / 100; -
if( total_lines < test) 
total_lines = test;
vert_blank = (((total_lines-y_size) * 2) - (3*vert_sync_width)) & ~1; 
half_sync_data = sync_width / 2;
transfer_delay_data = transfer_delay; 
back_porch_data = back_porch;














= y_size * 2;
= total_horiz_clocks;
= line_time_data/2 - (sync_width+back_porch+front_porch); 
= line_time_data/2 - front_porch;
= 0;






boot_data = 0x20 I pll_factor; 
for(i=0; i<9; i++)
*boot_location_reg = boot_data; 













*control_register_reg = control; 
*mask_register_reg = mask_register_data; 
*half_sync_reg = half_sync_data; 
*back_porch_reg = back_porch_data; 
*display_reg = display _data; 
*short_display_reg = short_display_data; 
*broad_pulse_reg = broad_pulse_data; 
*v_sync_reg = v_sync_data; 
*v_blank_reg= v_blank_data; 
*v_display_reg = v_display_data; 
*line_time_reg = line_time_data; 
*line_start_reg = line_start_data; 
*mem_init_reg = mem_init_data; 
*transfer_delay_reg = transfer_delay_data; 
select_colour_table(); 
*control_register_reg = control I 1; 
*top_of_screen_reg = top_of_screen_data; 
*top_of_screen_reg = 0x800; 






for(i=0; i<256; i++) 
set_colour(i, i, i, i);
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}
void Ttg::set_colour(int colour, int r, int g, int b)
{
int *colour_location;
colourjocation = (int*) (((0x30000000+colour)«2)A0x80000000); 




















#define FALSE 0 
#define TRUE 1
* — int draw_line_direct —
*
* This function is used to set a line of pixels
* from the point xl ,yl  to the point x2,y2 using
* the colour specified.
*










dx = x2 - xl; 
dy = y2 - yl;
if(dy<0 && dx<0 II dy>0 && dx<0 ){ 
int temp ; 
temp = x 1; 
xl = x2; 
x2 = temp; 
temp = yl; 
yl = y 2 ; 
y2 = temp ; 
dx = x 2 - x l  ; 
dy = y2 - y 1 ;
}
if(dx != 0 II dy !=0){  
if (dy == 0){ 
if (dx > 0)
for(loop_var = xl; loop_var <= xl + dx; loop_var++) 
set_pixel(frame, r, c, loop_var, y l, value);
else
for(loop_var = x2; loop_var <= x2 - dx; loop_var++) 
set_pixel(frame, r, c, loop_var, yl, value);
}
else if(dx == 0){ -
if(dy > 0)
for(loop_var = yl; loop_var <= yl + dy; loop_var++) 
set_pixel(frame, r, c, xl, loop_var, value);
else
for(loop_var = y2; loop_var <= y2 - dy; loop_var++) 






two_dx = dx + dx; 
if(dy > 0) {
two_dy = dy + dy; 
if(dy > dx){
error = two_dx - dy ;
for (loop_var = 0;loop_var <= dy;loop_var++ ){ 
set_pixel(frame, r, c, x, y, value); 
if ( error >= 0 ){ 
x++ ;
error -= two_dy ;
y++;
error += two_dx ;
}
else{
error = two_dy - dx ;
for (loop_var = 0;loop_var <= dx;loop_var++ ){ 
set_pixel(frame, r, c, x, y, value); 
if ( error >= 0 ){ 
y++;
error -= two_dx ;
x++ ;





two_dy = dy + dy; 
if ( dy > dx ){
error = two_dx - dy ;
for (loop_var = 0;loop_var <= dy;loop_var++ ){ 
set_pixel(frame, r, c, x, y, value); 
if ( error >= 0 ){ 
x++ ;
error -= two_dy ;
}
y-;




error = two_dy - dx ;
for (loop_var = 0;loop_var <= dx;loop_var++ ){ 
set_pixel(frame, r, c, x, y, value); 
if ( error >= 0 ){
y--;








set_pixel(frame, r, c, x l, y l, value); 
return(l);
}
int Vision: :clear_frame(char *frame, int r, int c, int value)
{
int i;





* — clear_item —
*
* Clear_item is used to clear the item which is recognised in order
* to find the other items in the frame
* frame char poiner to frame
* minx top most coordinate of item
* miny left most coordinate of item
* maxx down most coordinate of item
* maxy right most coordinate of item
*
its*******************************************************************/














/******************* creat_frame ******************************/ 
char *Vision::create_frame(int r, int c)
{ •
}

















— int extract_frame —
Extract frame is used to take a section of one frame and
copy it into a destination frame the parameters passed are
frames char pointer to *source* frame
rs number of rows in *source* frame
cs number of columns in *source* frame
framed char pointer to destination* frame
rd number of rows in *destination* frame
cd number of columns in *destination* frame
startr starting row postion in *source* frame
startc starting col postion in *source* frame
Note rs >= rd and cs >=rd
The routine will return the number of bytes copied
with 0 of course indicating an error




if( (rs >= rd) && (cs >= cd))( 
row=(startr * cs) + startc ; 
for(i=0;i<rd;i++){







* — int insert_frame —
* frames char pointer to source frame
* rs number of rows in source frame
* cs number of columns in source frame
* framed char pointer to destination frame
* rd number of rows in desination frame
* cd number of columns in destination frame
* startr starting row postion in dest frame
* startc starting col postion in dest frame
* Note rs <= rd-startr and cs <=cd-startc
* The routine will return the number of bytes copied
* with 0 of course indicating an error. 
***************************************************************/
int Vision: :insert_frame(char ^frames, int rs, int cs, char ^framed, int rd, int cd.int startr, int startc)
{
int i, row; -
if((rs <= (rd-startr)) && (cs <= (cd-startc))){ 
row=(startr * cd) + startc ; 
for(i=0;i<rs;i++){








* — int btrack —
i**********************************************/
int Vision::btrack(char *frame, int r, int c, int threshold,
int boundary_array,int item, int max_points, 
int *start_x, int *start_y, int *end_x, int *end_y, 
int mark_boundary, int *xavg, int *yavg)
{
int root_pixelx[10]; // was root_pixel=start_x;




















//root_pixely [item]=start_y [item]; 
root_pixelx[0]=start_x[0]; 
root_pixely [0]=start_y [0]; 
root_pixelx [ 1 ]=start_x [ 1 ]; 
root_pixely [ 1 ]=start_y [ 1 ]; 
root_pixelx[2]=start_x[2]; 
root_pixely [2]=start_y [2];




item, frame, r, c, start_x, start_y,end_x,end_y);
num_boundary_points = 0 ;
boundary_array[(item* 1024)+barray_ptr++] = root_pixelx[item] ;
boundary_array[(item* 1024)+barray_ptr++] = root_pixely[item];
next_search_position [0] = 1; .
for(loop=l ;loop<=7;loop++)
next_search_position [loop] =0;
row [item] = root_pixelx[item] ;





loop = TRUE; 
index = second_index; 
while (loop){
if (next_search_position [index] == 1){ 
loopl = TRUE ; 
first_index = index ; 
count = 0 ;
while((loopl==TRUE) && (count < 8)){
change_range ( &first_index, &second_index, 2 ); 
if(neighbour[first_index] > threshold) {
result=update_position ( first_index, item, row,
column) ;
result=assign_neighbours(neighbour,row,column,item,frame,
r, c, start_x, start_y, end_x, end_y); 
next_search_position[index] = 0 ; 
next_search_position[second_index] = 1 ; 





if (count == 8)
next_pixel_found = FALSE ;
else
next_pixel_found = TRUE ; 













boundary_array[(item*1024)+barray_ptr++] = row [item] ; 
boundary_array[(item*1024)+barray_ptr++] = column[item];
// signify back at root pixel
}
else
not_end_of_track = FALSE ; // stop the loop
// Unable to find another pixel
not_end _of_track = FALSE ; // - terminate search
if(num_boundary_points >= max_points) // stop array overrun
not_end_of_track = FALSE;
}






boundary _array [(item* 1024)+barray_ptr++] = row[item]; 














* — int find_root_pixel —
* This function finds the location to start the
* boundary tracing routine. It finds the first
* pixel whose intensity is above that of the
* threshold. Don't forget, the frame is simply a 2
* dimensional byte array and frame [ptr] points to
* one of these bytes.
int Vision::find_root_pixel(char *frame, int r, int c, int threshold,int item,







for(x=startx[item]; x<endx[itemi; x++){ 
for(y=starty[item]; y<endy[item]; y++){ 
ptr=x*c+y;
root_found=((frame[ptr]>threshold) && (frame[ptr+l]>threshold)); 
if(root_found){
startx [item] =ptr/c ; 







* — int assign_neighbours —
************************************************/ 
int Vision::assign_neighbours(int Neighbour,int *row,int *column,int item,
char *frame, int r, int c,int *startx, int *starty, int *endx, int *endy)
{
int rowpl, rowp2, rowp3 ; 
int colpi, colp2, colp3 ; 
rowpl = (row[item] * c); 
rowp2 = rowpl - c ; 
rowp3 = rowpl + c ; 
colpi = column [item] ; 
colp2 = colpi - 1 ; 
colp3 = colpi + 1 ;
neighbour[0] = (int) frame[rowp2+colpl] ; 
neighbour[l] = (int) frame[rowp2+colp3] ; 
neighbour[2] = (int) frame[rowpl+colp3] ;
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neighbour[3] = (int) frame[rowp3+colp3] ; 
neighbour[4] = (int) frame[rowp3+colpl] ; 
neighbour[5] = (int) frame[rowp3+colp2] ; 
neighbour[6] = (int) frame [rowpl+colp2] ; 
neighbour[7] = (int) frame [rowp2+colp2] ; 
if (row [item] <startx [item]) { 
neighbour[0] = 0 ; 
neighbour[l] = 0 ; 
neighbour[7] = 0 ;
}
if (row [item] >endx [item]) { 
neighbour[3] = 0; 
neighbour[4] = 0; 
neighbour[5] = 0;
}
if(column[item]<starty [item]) { 
neighbour[5] = 0 ; 
neighbour[6] = 0 ; 
neighbour[7] = 0 ;
}
if (column [item] >endy [item]) { 
neighbour[l] = 0 ; 
neighbour[2] = 0 ; 




* — int change_range —
int Vision::change_range(int *first_index, int *second_index, int diff_factor )
{
int index ;
index = *first_index ; 
switch ( index)
{
case ( 0 ):
*first_index = index;
*second_index = 6; 
break; 
case ( 1 ) :
*first_index = index;
*second_index = 7; 
break; 
case ( 8 ):
*first_index = 0;
*second_index = 6 ; 
break; 
default:







* — int update_position —


































* — int mark_boundary_track —
*****************:!:******************************/











* — int set_pixel — 
***************************************************************/
int Vision::set_pixel(char *frame, int r, int c, int x, int y, int value)









void Vision::initialise_object_window(int *obj_xl,int *obj_yl,int *obj_x2,int *obj_y2,int item)
obj_xl[item] = pam_cnr[0][0]+l; 
obj_yl[item] = pam_cnr[0][l]+l; 





This appendix contains the source codes which made up the dynamic model of 
PAM system described in Chapter 3. The SIMNON simulation program is 
marketed by SSPA Systems, Box 24001, S-400 22 Goteborg, Sweden.
D .l. MACRO modmot
"Sets up simulation which gives the trajectory path of an object
SYST motion forcem current time triwave stop encode connect
STORE px [motion] py [motion] za [forcem] stop [stop] vel [motion] u[triwave]
ERROR l.e-7
SIMU 0 10 /position
HCOPY ON








"Sets up simulation which gives the position of the solenoids armature
SYST triwave current forcem encode objectm time stop motion conm8 
STORE time[time] za[forcem] force[stop] stop[stop] uftriwave]
"PAR DAMP:0.75.
ERROR l.e-7
SIMU 0 10 
HCOPY ON 














D.3. CONNECTING SYSTEM connect
"connection system for: triwave current objectm forcem motion time stop




zc [motion] =zc [forcem] 
zc [stop]=zc [forcem] 
za[time]=za[forcem] 
za [stop]=za[forcem] 
zb [current]=zb [forcem] 
j [forcem] =j [current] 
phs [motion] =phs [encode] 
ang [motion]=ang [encode] 
v [motion]=zb [forcem] 
m[forcem]=m[motion] 




D.4. CONTINUOUS SYSTEM current
"Model of solenoid current.
"Variable i is current.
"Variable di is rate of chnge in current.
"Parameter res adjusts winding resistance, default = 58ohm.











D.5. CONTINUOUS SYSTEM encode
"Defines a rotary encoder.
"Parameter freq adjusts frequency, default = 20Hz. 
"Parameter phase adjusts phase angle, default = 45
tt
INPUT f











D.6. CONTINUOUS SYSTEM forcera
"Model of solenoid dynamics. Run with file conn.t.
"Variable x is position.
"Variable v is velocity.
"Variable dv is acceleration.
!1
"Parameter mass adjusts moving mass, default = 0.01kg. 
"Parameter ka adjusts upper spring const, default = 2200N/m. 
"Parameter kb adjusts lower spring const, default = 2200N/m. 
"Parameter damp adjusts damping const, default = 0.5N/s. 
"Parameter bal adjusts spring balance position, default = 0.0006m.
tt
INPUT j m n 
OUTPUT za zb zc 
STATE x v 

















D.7. CONTINUOUS SYSTEM motion
"Model of Object dynamics.
"Variable x is position.
"Variable v is velocity.
"Variable a is acceleration.
"Variable con is a constant which relates the damping factor to
"solenid acceleration
INPUT za zc ang phs v
OUTPUT px py po m f n vx vy vel
STATE zl x z2 y















bl=c*con "IF a < 0.0006 THEN c*con ELSE d 
b=bl

















D.8. CONTINUOUS SYSTEM triwave
"Defines a triangle wave input voltage signal.
"Parameter amp adjusts amplitude, default = 15v. 
"Parameter freq adjusts frequency, default = 20Hz. 
"Parameter oset adjusts offset, default = Ov.
tt
"Variable 1 is half period.














"u=if mod(tt,2)>0 THEN v ELSE 30
u=v
amp: 15
freq=f
oset:0
END
